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Abstract
We present a supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (USSM-A) with an anomalous
U(1) and Stu¨ckelberg axions for anomaly cancellation, generalizing similar non-supersymmetric
constructions. The model, built by a bottom-up approach, is expected to capture the low-energy
supersymmetric description of axionic symmetries in theories with gauged anomalous abelian inter-
actions, previously explored in the non-supersymmetric case for scenarios with intersecting branes.
The choice of a USSM-like superpotential, with one extra singlet superfield and an extra abelian
symmetry, allows a physical axion-like particle in the spectrum. We describe some general features
of this construction and in particular the modification of the dark-matter sector which involves
both the axion and several neutralinos with an axino component. The axion is expected to be
very light in the absence of phases in the superpotential but could acquire a mass which can also
be in the few GeV range or larger. In particular, the gauging of the anomalous symmetry allows
independent mass/coupling interaction to the gauge fields of this particle, a feature which is absent
in traditional (invisible) axion models. We comment on the general implications of our study for
the signature of moduli from string theory due to the presence of these anomalous symmetries.
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1 Introduction
Extensions of the Standard Model (SM) describing axion-like particles - and with supersymmetry as a
basic low energy scenario - are an interesting area of investigation which has the potentiality to provide
an answer to a series of unsolved theoretical issues. Among them are those concerning the possible
presence of anomalous extra neutral gauge interactions at current and future colliders in some special
channels, especially in the search for an anomalous extra Z ′. This investigation could also clarify the
role of weakly coupled pseudoscalars in the early universe. For this reason several studies addressing
the experimental detection of pseudoscalars at future experiments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], has received an
impressive impulse in the recent literature.
One of the distinctive features of these extensions is the presence of extra abelian interactions
which are anomalous. We just recall that anomalous U(1)’s are quite common in several string
constructions and that the mechanism of anomaly cancellation, if realized at low energy by a Wess-
Zumino counterterm (WZ), may cause the presence of a physical axion in the spectrum. This result
points directly towards the possibility of having a new dark matter candidate (see also [7]), which is
certainly one of the most appealing features of this class of theories [8].
One of the first successful realization of the non-supersymmetric version of these models comes
from special vacua of string/brane theory (orientifold vacua), in the form of stacks of intersecting
branes, which induce a gauge structure given by the product of U(N) ∼ SU(N)×U(1) factors, where
N is the number of branes of each stack (see [9] for an overview). Among the U(1) factors, one of
them is identified with the SM hypercharge (U(1)Y ), while the remaining ones are anomalous and
involve Stu¨ckelberg axions for anomaly cancellation. In effective string models the abelian structure
is in general characterized by the presence of several U(1) factors, described in the hypercharge basis
by direct products of the form G1 ≡ U(1)Y × U(1)1 × ... × U(1)p, with an anomaly-free hypercharge
generator and p anomalous U(1)’s which are accompanied by axions bi, with i = 1, 2, ...p. The
anomalous U(1)’s in this construction are in a broken phase, called the ”Stu¨ckelberg phase”. In
particular, after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), one of the axions becomes physical [8] and
is characterized by independent mass/coupling relations, where the coupling appears in an ordinary
bF F˜ interaction with the gauge fields, providing a generalization of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) axion. One
shortcoming of this description, at this time, is the absence of a supersymmetric extension of it with
the appearance of a physical axion. The generalization to the supersymmetric case of these theories is
interesting on several grounds. For instance, it allows to study an entire new class of extensions of the
MSSM in the presence of a gauging of the axionic symmetries [10] and, at the same time, represents an
intermediate step toward the unification with gravity of the same models, within certain formulations
of supergravity [11, 12]. The formulation of [10], which is specific for a MSSM superpotential parallels
a previous general study of the same topic contained in [11].
Therefore, these types of constructions provide a consistent framework for the study of the effects
of moduli of string/brane theory within scenarios with large extra dimensions or via supergravity,
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together with their low energy implications in cosmology and in collider physics [13]. Recently, an
extension of the MSSM containing an anomalous U(1), made massive by a Stu¨ckelberg supermultiplet
[14] has been introduced in [10]. This has been based on the superpotential of the MSSM with an extra
abelian symmetry. One of the features of this construction is the absence of a Higgs-axion mixing, since
the bosonic component of the Stu¨ckelberg multiplet remains an ordinary goldstone mode. Therefore,
the final theory is characterized by a physical axino but not by a physical axion. The objective of
our analysis is to show that a similar construction can be performed in more general ways, thereby
generating a model with a physical axion-like particle. This provides a complete supersymmetric
generalization of the (gauged) PQ axion. We will work out the requirements that are needed in order
to make this extension possible, detailing some of the arguments that have been presented in short
form in [15] and analyzing the main features of the effective action of such a theory, that we call the
USSM-A due to the anomalous U(1) (A) and to the specific choice of the USSM superpotential.
Our work is organized as follows. We briefly describe the class of models that we are going to
investigate, outlining their basic structure, together with their supersymmetric generalizations. Along
the way, we will underline the differences between our construction and the previous construction of
[10]. We show how a physical axion is bound to appear in the spectrum and describe all the sectors
of this theory. We derive the corresponding generalized Ward identities and characterize the Chern-
Simons interactions of this class of models bringing up one typical example of application. We study
the neutralino sector of the model and present a brief numerical analysis of its spectrum. Most of our
attention in this work focuses on the basic characterization of this model, stressing on the mechanism
that allows a physical axion in the spectrum. We conclude with some comments on possible extensions
of this analysis to more general potentials characterized by moduli in different scenarios derived from
string theory.
2 Supersymmetric Extensions of the Standard Model and extra
U(1)’s
Abelian (anomaly-free) supersymmetric extensions of the SM have been discussed in several previous
works [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In [20] the authors explore an extension of the Minimal Supersymmetric
SM (MSSM) with an extra SM singlet chiral superfield Sˆ, with chiral charges chosen so to allow
trilinear couplings of Sˆ to the two Higgs doublets Hˆ1, Hˆ2 in the superpotential. The µ term, in this
case, is generated by the vev of the scalar component of Sˆ, precisely by the SˆHˆ1 · Hˆ2 interaction.
The structure of this model, usually called USSM, shares some similarity with the nearly-Minimal
Supersymmetric SM (nMSSM) [22] and the next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric SM (NMSSM) [23]. In
all of these three models the extra scalar Sˆ is introduced for the same purpose but in the nMSSM and
NMSSM this field is a singlet under the complete gauge group (which is the same as the SM) while
in the USSM the field is charged under the extra U(1). We recall that the nMSSM and the NMSSM
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differ at the level of the superpotential in the structure of the pure Sˆ contribution, which is either
linear (nMSSM) or cubic (NMSSM).
In the approach of [20] this appears to be a necessary requirement since a scalar superfield, singlet
under the complete SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)Y ×U(1)B gauge group, while solving the µ problem, however,
does not allow a consistent pattern of EWSB, leaving the extra Z ′ of the neutral sector massless. This
construction is realized with an anomaly-free chiral spectrum.
2.1 MSSM and USSM with an anomalous U(1)′
In [10] the authors investigate a supersymmetric extension of the SM with an extra U(1), based on
the superpotential of the MSSM. They make an important step forward in the analysis of this class of
theories, using a bottom-up approach, that is by 1) fixing the effective action of the anomalous abelian
symmetry using the Stu¨ckelberg supermultiplet to give mass to the anomalous gauge boson and 2 )
using Wess-Zumino counterterms to balance the mixed and cubic U(1)B anomalies of the theory. A
third element of the construction is the possible presence of Chern-Simons interactions [8] which find
their way to low energy from string theory [24], and which amount to a re-distribution of the anomaly
starting from a symmetric distribution on each leg of the anomaly vertex. This re-distribution is
allowed whenever the symmetry of the vertex does not allow to uniquely define the breaking of the
Ward identities separately on each of its legs. The meaning of this freedom, from the point of view of
the effective field theory, is that each model allows a set of additional (defining) Ward identities for
the distribution of the anomaly which are a specific feature of anomalous models in which the trilinear
gauge interactions are not identically zero (in the massless fermion phase, the chiral phase).
In the first supersymmetric version of these models [10], the ordinary MSSM Lagrangean is nat-
urally extended by the Stu¨ckelberg multiplet which provides a kinetic term for the same multiplet
while rendering the extra Z ′ massive. The defining phase of the model is, therefore, the Stu¨ckelberg
phase. In this construction the bosonic partner of the axino, which is the fermionic component of the
multiplet, remains a goldstone mode after EWSB and is therefore unphysical.
2.2 Inducing Higgs-axion mixing
At the origin of the physical axion is the mechanism of Higgs-axion mixing. For this to take place one
needs a Higgs sector which is charged under the anomalous U(1)B so that the mass of the anomalous
gauge boson comes from a combination of the Higgs and Stu¨ckelberg mechanisms. In the case of the
MSSM this mixing does not occur even if the two Higgses are charged under the anomalous U(1).
The presence of a µ term in the superpotential forces the two charges of the two Higgs doublets to
take opposite values, thereby guaranteeing also the cancellation of the extra anomalies due to the
circulating higgsinos, but is not enough to give mass to the anomalous gauge boson. In other words,
in the absence of a Stu¨ckelberg multiplet the mass matrix of the gauge boson has still an additional
null eigenvalue. The true mechanism of mass generation of the anomalous Z ′, therefore, is just the
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Stu¨ckelberg, which in this situation is a goldstone mode. In fact, one reobtains a massive Yang-Mills
theory just by going to the unitary gauge and eliminating the axion.
3 The structure of the model
A simple way out in order to have Higgs-axion mixing and a light axion in the physical spectrum
consists to use a modified superpotential as in [20], but now with an anomalous gauge structure, and
to combine it with the Lagrangean of the Stu¨ckelberg supermultiplet. In other words, we move from
the superpotential of MSSM-type to the one typical of the USSM, introducing an extra scalar superfield
Sˆ which is non-singlet under an extra U(1)B , maintaining the anomalous structure induced by the
extra neutral current. This specific assumption allows to remove the second massless eigenvalue in the
mass matrix of the gauge bosons and allows to induce Higgs-axion mixing once that the Stu¨ckelberg
mechanism is invoked to contribute to the mass of the extra Z ′. The conditions that need to be
verified in order to have a physical axion in the spectrum are obtained from an analysis of the CP-
odd sector of the theory and involve both the potential and the derivative couplings (mixings) of the
massive gauge bosons with their goldstones (ZI∂GZI ) extracted from the broken phase. In general, the
presence of extra singlet superfields in the superpotential allows such a mixing and we will illustrate
this requirement in one of the sections below. The analysis that we will present in the next sections
has the goal to clarify this point, starting from the MSSM case, where none of the CP-odd states
acquires an axion-like coupling.
These new features do not affect the chargino sector with respect to the MSSM.
4 The superpotential
The construction of models characterized by a physical axion in their spectrum requires an appropriate
superpotential. In order to obtain this, we consider the introduction of an extra SM singlet Sˆ. For
this reason, the superpotential of the model investigated is given by
W = λSˆHˆ1 · Hˆ2 + yeHˆ1 · LˆRˆ+ ydHˆ1 · QˆDˆR + yuHˆ2 · QˆUˆR, (1)
which coincides with the model of [20], called the USSM. We refer to Table 1 for a list of the charge
assignment of the chiral superfields of our model; the scalar superfields corresponding to SU(3), SU(2),
U(1)Y and U(1)B are, respectively, Gˆ
a(x, θ, θ¯) (with a=1,2. . . ,8), Wˆ i(x, θ, θ¯) (with i=1,2,3),Yˆ (x, θ, θ¯)
and Bˆ(x, θ, θ¯) and they fall in the usual adjoint representations of the gauge group factors.
We have denoted the charges by Qf,X , where X denotes the hypercharge (Y), the charged W
±
bosons (W), the non abelian gluons (G) and the anomalous gauge boson (B). At the same time we
denote with BX the charges of the X superfield respect to the anomalous U(1). Unlike the NMSSM
and the nMSSM, W does not contain linear and cubic terms in Sˆ in order to preserve the gauge
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Superfields SU(3) SU(2) U(1)Y U(1)B
bˆ(x, θ, θ¯) 1 1 0 −−
Sˆ(x, θ, θ¯) 1 1 0 BS
Lˆ(x, θ, θ¯) 1 2 -1/2 BL
Rˆ(x, θ, θ¯) 1 1 1 BR
Qˆ(x, θ, θ¯) 3 2 1/6 BQ
UˆR(x, θ, θ¯) 3¯ 1 -2/3 BUR
DˆR(x, θ, θ¯) 3¯ 1 +1/3 BDR
Hˆ1(x, θ, θ¯) 1 2 -1/2 BH1
Hˆ2(x, θ, θ¯) 1 2 1/2 BH2
Table 1: Charge assignment of the model; boldface numbers indicate the dimensions of the corre-
sponding representations.
invariance in the presence of a non vanishing BS charge. This requirement is strictly necessary if the
extra scalar Sˆ is only a SM singlet. Gauge invariance gives the conditions
BH1 +BH2 +BS = 0
BH1 +BL +BR = 0
BH1 +BQ +BDR = 0
BH2 +BQ +BUR = 0, (2)
which will be used below. It is not hard to show that the possibility of declaring Sˆ to be a singlet
under the entire gauge group (BS = 0) SU(3) × SU(2) × G1 leaves an extra gauge boson massless
beside the photon, after EWSB and as such it is not acceptable.
4.1 Anomaly cancellation: defining the model
We start by identifying the anomalous contributions of the model, whose gauge structure is of the
form SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y × U(1)B .
The anomalous trilinear gauge interactions are all the ones involving the extra anomalous U(1)B ,
namely {U(1)B , U(1)B , U(1)B}, {U(1)B , U(1)Y , U(1)Y }, {U(1)B , U(1)B , U(1)Y }, {U(1)B , SU(2), SU(2)},
{U(1)B , SU(3), SU(3)}. In terms of the charges we can write each sector as follows
ABBB =
∑
f
Q3f,B
ABY Y =
∑
f
Qf,B Q
2
f,Y
ABBY =
∑
f
Q2f,B Qf,Y
6
ABWW =
∑
f
Qf,BTr
[
τ iτ j
]
ABGG =
∑
f
Qf,BTr
[
T aT b
]
, (3)
where T a are the generators of SU(3) and τ i the Pauli matrices. Compared to the analysis of [10],
here we have anomalous trilinear interactions also in the sector involving the SU(3) mixed anomaly
due to the non vanishing charge BS. Using the constraints coming from the Yukawa couplings and
the conditions of gauge invariance, the expressions of the anomalies take the form
ABBB = 3(6B3Q + 3B3UR + 3B3DR) + (6B3L + 3B3R) + (2B3H1 + 2B3H2 +B3S)
= −3B3H1 − 3(3BL + 18BQ − 7BS)B2H1 − 3(3B2L + (18BQ − 7BS)BS)BH1
+3B3L +BS(27B
2
Q − 27BSBQ + 8B2S)
ABY Y = 3(6BQY 2Q + 3BURY 2UR + 3BDRY 2DR) + (6BLY 2L + 3BRY 2R)
+(2BH1 + 2BH2)Y
2
H1
=
1
2
(−3BL − 9BQ + 7BS)
ABBY = 3(6B2QYQ + 3B2URYUR + 3B2DRYDR) + (6B2LYL + 3B2RYR)
+(2B2H1 − 2B2H2)YH1
= 2BH1(3BL + 9BQ − 5BS) + (12BQ − 5BS)BS
ABWW = 1
2
(18BQ + 6BL + 2BH1 + 2BH2) = 3BL + 9BQ −BS
ABGG = 1
2
(6BQ + 3BUR + 3BDR) =
3
2
BS , (4)
where YQ, YL are the hypercharges of the left-handed doublets of the quarks and leptons respectively,
while YUR , YDR , YR are the hypercharges of the UˆR, DˆR, Rˆ superfields which correspond to the hyper-
charges of the right-handed quarks and leptons, with the opposite sign.
In the absence of a specific charge assignment coming from a string (or other) construction, these
equations can be interpreted as defining conditions of a specific model. The role of string theory or of
any other construction is to fix the charges, but for the rest the basic structure remains determined
by the approach outlined below, and as such is truly general.
5 The Stu¨ckelberg multiplet
In supersymmetric models the cancellation of the anomaly using the Wess-Zumino (WZ) counterterm
can be obtained by the introduction of a Stu¨ckelberg supermultiplet, associated with the extra U(1).
The multiplet contributes to the supersymmetric version of the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism [14] and in
the WZ interaction that describes the coupling of the supermultiplet to the gauge supermultiplet. We
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recall that in anomaly-free theories the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism has the feature of contributing to the
mass of the anomalous gauge boson, eventually also in combination with the Higgs sector [25, 26].
This construction holds both in the non-supersymmetric and in the supersymmetric case.
Obviously, the presence of a mixing between the Higgs and Stu¨ckelberg components in the potential
of more generic models in an anomaly-free theory, produces a new CP-odd component in the scalar
sector, but deprived of axion-like couplings. On the contrary, these couplings appear in the case in
which the two mechanisms (the Higgs and the Stu¨ckelberg) involve an anomalous U(1), due to the
presence of Wess-Zumino terms, for specific superpotentials. These interactions are induced in the
effective action by the mechanism of anomaly cancellation.
The Lagrangean describing the Stu¨ckelberg supermultiplet is given by [14]
Lst =
∫
d4θ
[
2MstBˆ + bˆ+ bˆ
†
]2
(5)
where Bˆ is the abelian scalar superfield associated to the extra U(1)B , bˆ is a left-chiral superfield and
Mst is the Stu¨ckelberg mass.
The former Lagrangean is invariant under the following gauge transformations
Bˆ → Bˆ′ + i
(
Λˆ− Λˆ†
)
bˆ → bˆ′ − i2MstΛˆ (6)
where Λˆ is a generic left-chiral superfield. Introducing the component fields expansion we obtain
Bˆ = −θσµθ¯Bµ + iθθθ¯λ¯B − iθ¯θ¯θλB + 1
2
θθθ¯θ¯DB (7)
bˆ = b+ i
√
2θψb − iθσµθ¯∂µb+
√
2
2
θθθ¯σ¯µ∂µψb − 1
4
θθθ¯θ¯b+ θθFb, (8)
where Bµ is the Stu¨ckelberg field, λB , λ¯B are respectively the left- and right-handed Stu¨ckelberg
gauginos, DB is the corresponding D-term for the gauge supermultiplet of Bµ , b is a complex scalar
field, ψb is the supersymmetric axion (axino) and Fb is the F-term of bˆ.
After the integration over the Grassman variables the Lagrangean density is given by
Lst = 2 (∂µ Im b+MstBµ)2 + iψbσµ∂µψ¯b + iψ¯bσ¯µ∂µψb + 2FbF †b + 4Mst Re b DB
−2
√
2Mst (ψbλB + h.c.) , (9)
where the auxiliary fields Fb and DB will be defined in the next sections.
5.1 The axion Lagrangean
The axion Lagrangean contains the Stu¨ckelberg gauge-invariant terms introduced above and the Wess-
Zumino interactions for the anomaly cancellation and it is given by
Laxion = 1
4
∫
d4θ(bˆ+ bˆ† + 2MstBˆ)2 − 1
2
∫
d4θ
{[
1
2
bGTr(GG)bˆ + 1
2
bW Tr(WW )bˆ
8
+bY bˆW
Y
α W
Y,α + bBbˆW
B
α W
B,α + bY BbˆW
Y
α W
B,α
]
δ(θ¯2) + h.c.
}
,
(10)
where we have denoted with G the field-strength of SU(3)c, with W the supersymmetric field-strength
of SU(2), with W Y and with WB the supersymmetric field-strength of U(1)Y and U(1)B respectively.
The factors in front of the WZ counterterms (bX) are determined by the standard conditions of
anomaly cancellation. The Lagrangean, in our case, contains extra WZ counterterms respect to [10],
in particular we need to impose the cancellation of the mixed B − SU(3) − SU(3) anomaly, which
is now non-vanishing due to the charges of the two higgsinos in the model, which are not opposite.
In the MSSM this cancellation is identical, due to the specific color charges of the fermions in each
generation. This implies that in our case the effective action contains both a bGG interaction of the
axion with the gluons and a vertex involving the corresponding gauginos (gluinos).
Expanding the Laxion in the component fields we obtain
Laxion = 1
2
(∂µIm b+MstBµ)
2 +
i
4
ψbσ
µ∂µψ¯b +
i
4
ψ¯bσ¯
µ∂µψb +
1
2
FbF
†
b
− Mst√
2
(ψbλB + h.c.)
− 1
16
bG ǫ
µνρσGaµνG
a
ρσIm b−
1
16
bW ǫ
µνρσW iµνW
i
ρσIm b−
1
4
bY ǫ
µνρσF YµνF
Y
ρσIm b
−1
4
bBǫ
µνρσFBµνF
B
ρσIm b−
1
4
bY Bǫ
µνρσF YµνF
B
ρσIm b
+
1
4
bW [
1
4
Im bλW iσ
µDµλ¯W i −
i
4
√
2
ψbλW iσ
µσ¯νW iµν +
1
4
FbλW iλW i +
1
2
√
2
ψbλW iD
i + h.c.]
+
1
4
bG[
1
4
Im b λgaσ
µDµλ¯ga − i
4
√
2
ψb λgaσ
µσ¯νGaµν +
1
4
Fb λga λga +
1
2
√
2
ψb λgaD
a + h.c.]
+bY [Im bλY σ
µDµλ¯Y − i
2
√
2
ψbλY σ
µσ¯νF Yµν +
1
2
FbλY λY +
1√
2
ψbλYDY + h.c.]
+bB[Im bλBσ
µDµλ¯B − i
2
√
2
ψbλBσ
µσ¯νFBµν +
1
2
FbλBλB +
1√
2
ψbλBDB + h.c.]
+bY B [(Im bλY σ
µ∂µλ¯B +
1
2
FbλY λB +
1√
2
ψbλYDB − i
2
√
2
λY σ
µσ¯νFBµνψb)
+(Y ↔ B) + h.c.], (11)
with the F and D terms given by
Fb = −(bGλ¯ga λ¯ga + bW λ¯W iλ¯W i + bY λ¯Y λ¯Y + bBλ¯Bλ¯B + bY Bλ¯Y λ¯B),
DB = −[ gB
2
√
2
(BLL˜
†L˜+BRR˜†R˜+BQQ˜†Q˜+BU U˜
†
RU˜R +BDD˜
†
RD˜R
+BH1H
†
1H1 +BH2H
†
2H2 +BSS
†S) +
1
2
ψb(bBλB + bY BλY )],
DY = −[ gY
2
√
2
(L˜†L˜− 2R˜†R˜− 1
3
Q˜†Q˜+
4
3
U˜ †RU˜R −
2
3
D˜†RD˜R +H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)
+
1
2
ψb(bY λY + bY BλB)]
9
Di = −1
2
[g2(L˜
†τ iL˜+ Q˜†τ iQ˜+H†1τ
iH1 +H
†
2τ
iH2) +
bW√
2
ψbλW i ]
Da = −1
2
[gs(Q˜
†T aQ˜+ U˜ †RT
aU˜R + D˜
†
RT
aD˜R) +
bG√
2
ψbλga ], (12)
in which we have terms coming both from Laxion and from the USSM Lagrangean that can be found
in the appendix.
5.2 The kinetic mixing
In these type of supersymmetric models the extra U(1)B sector can mix with U(1)Y in different ways.
In particular, in the context of USSM −A, the kinetic mixing is treated as in the NMSSM with the
inclusion of an anomalous U(1)B symmetry and the extra singlet Sˆ is charged under B.
The lagrangean for the gauge fields is modified by introducing a mixing term B − Y proportional
to a small parameter sin a
Lmixing = −1
4
∫
d4θ 2 sin aW Y αWBα δ
2(θ¯) + h.c. (13)
where sin a represents the mixing between the two abelian structures U(1)Y and U(1)B . In the same
way, the gauge mass terms lagrangean in the presence of kinetic mixing is modified by the inclusion
of a term proportional to the mass parameter MY B as follows
LGMTmix = 1
2
∫
d4θ
[
MY BW
Y αWBα + h.c.
]
δ4(θ, θ¯). (14)
Furthermore, the USSM − A is affected by another source of kinetic mixing coming from the mixed
counterterm proportional to bY B in the expression of Laxion. Expanding this expression in component
fields we observe that the multiplet bˆ contains the complex scalar field b whose real part can be
Re b 6= 0 and it generates a kinetic mixing proportional to ∝ bY B Reb gY gB , where the coefficient bY B
fixed by the anomaly cancellation procedure, goes like the inverse of the Stu¨ckelberg mass and can be
neglected in this first analysis (see Ref. [10]). In our formulation we assume sin a = 0 for simplicity
and we will give a more detailed analysis of the kinetic mixing in the context of the USSM-A in a
forthcoming paper [27].
5.3 The Fayet-Iliopoulos terms
To be as more general as possible, in theories with U(1)s gauge superfields we should add to the
lagrangean the following Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) term
LFI = ξYDY + ξBDB . (15)
which is allowed by symmetry reasons. Here ξY , ξB are two coefficients, while DY and DB are the
D-terms corresponding to the U(1)Y and U(1)B symmetry respectively. In our analysis we omit these
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contributions even if a quadratically divergent FI always appears in a field theory at one loop [28].
The reason resides in the fact that, in the low-energy lagrangean there should be a counterterm, which
compensates precisely both the divergent and the finite part of the one loop contributions (see Ref.
[10]). We are also omitting the terms responsible for the cancellation of gravitational anomalies. A
more comprehensive description will be given in [27].
Some of the notations used in our analysis are recalled in the appendix, here we just mention that
the scalars of the model are denoted, as usual, by a tilde ( ˜ ). It is convenient to combine the axion
sector and the F and D terms extracted from the other sectors of the total Lagrangean of the model.
This combination is in general defined to be the auxiliary Lagrangean, or Laux, which is given by
Laux = −y2eH†1H1R˜R˜† − y2uH†2H2U˜RU˜ †R − y2dH†1H1D˜RD˜†R − |λH1 ·H2|2
−|λS|2(H†2H2 +H†1H1)− y2dD˜†RD˜RQ˜†Q˜− y2e L˜†L˜R˜R˜†
−y2uU˜RU˜ †RQ˜†Q˜− λyu
(
SQ˜†H1U˜
†
R + h.c.
)
− λyd
(
SQ˜†H2D˜
†
R + h.c.
)
λye
(
SL˜†H2R˜† + h.c.
)
− ydyu
(
U˜ †RH
†
2H1D˜R + h.c.
)
− yeyd
(
D˜†RQ˜
†L˜R˜+ h.c.
)
+|(bGλgaλga + bWλW iλW i + bY λY λY + bBλBλB + bY BλY λB)|2
−1
2
[gs(Q˜
†T aQ˜+ U˜ †RT
aU˜R + D˜
†
RT
aD˜R) +
bG√
2
ψbλga ]
2
−1
2
[g2(L˜
†τ iL˜+ Q˜†τ iQ˜+H†1τ
iH1 +H
†
2τ
iH2) +
bW√
2
ψbλW i ]
2
−[ gY
2
√
2
(L˜†L˜− 2R˜†R˜− 1
3
Q˜†Q˜+
4
3
U˜ †RU˜R −
2
3
D˜†RD˜R +H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)
+
1
2
ψb(bY λY + bY BλB)]
2 − [ gB
2
√
2
(BLL˜
†L˜+BRR˜†R˜+BQQ˜†Q˜+BU U˜
†
RU˜R
+BDD˜
†
RD˜R +BH1H
†
1H1 +BH2H
†
2H2 +BSS
†S) +
1
2
ψb(bBλB + bY BλY )]
2
+
1
2
[ψbψb(b
2
Gλgaλga + b
2
WλW iλW i + (b
2
Y + b
2
Y B)λY λY
+b2BλBλB + (bY + bB)bY BλY λB + bBbY BλBλY ) + h.c.] (16)
where the expressions of the D terms are now determined by Eq. (12).
6 Goldstones of the potential and of the massive gauge bosons
The identification of the goldstone modes of the model requires a combined analysis of the potential
and of the bilinear mixing terms Zi∂GZi for all the broken (massive) gauge bosons. Naturally, the
expansion near the vacuum is consistent if the stability conditions of the potential near the expansion
point are satisfied. The neutral goldstone modes corresponding to the physical neutral gauge bosons
after the breaking are part of the CP-odd sector together with other physical components, spanning
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together the entire CP-odd space. In general, in this sector, the potential contains a set of “flat
directions”, which appear as goldstone modes of the matrix of its second derivatives. These goldstone
modes do not necessarily coincide with the goldstone modes (GZ′) identified from the bilinear mixings.
This turns out to be the case if the Stu¨ckelberg decouples from the scalar potential while it gives mass
to one of the anomalous gauge bosons. To clarify this point it is convenient to move back to the
non-supersymmetric case.
The allowed structure of the potential involves b-independent (V ) and b- dependent (V ′) terms,
just on the basis of the symmetries of the Lagrangean, given by
V =
∑
a=1,2
(
µ2aH
†
aHa + λaa(H
†
aHa)
2
)
− 2λ12(H†1H1)(H†2H2) + 2λ′12|HT2 τ2H1|2, (17)
and
V ′ = λ0H
†
2H1e
−iPI (qI2−qI1)
bI
MI + λ1
(
H†2H1e
−iPI(qI2−qI1)
bI
MI
)2
+λ2
(
H†2H2
)
H†2H1e
−iPI (qI2−qI1)
bI
MI + λ3
(
H†1H1
)
H†2H1e
−iPI(qI2−qI1)
bI
MI + c.c. (18)
respectively, where the sum over I is a sum over the Stu¨ckelberg axions of the (several) anomalous
U(1)’s. In the supersymmetric case this second contribution is, in general, not allowed, although it
might appear after supersymmetry breaking. This second term or “phase-dependent term” is directly
responsible for Higgs-axion mixing and for producing a massive axion. The interesting point is that
in the supersymmetric case (with b a real field), even if V ′ is not allowed, we may still, under some
particular conditions, end up with a physical axion in the spectrum, as we are now going to elaborate.
As we have mentioned, the identification of the goldstones of the theory is necessarily done using
the kinetic term of the scalars, including the Stu¨ckelberg, which in this case takes the form
|DµH1|2 + |DµH2|2 + 1
2
(∂µb+MstBµ)
2. (19)
The expansion of this equation near the stable vacuum gives the usual bilinear mixings characterizing
the derivative couplings of the physical massive gauge bosons to the corresponding goldstones; rather
straightforwardly one obtains the combination
MZZ
µ∂µGZ +MZ′Z
′µ∂µGZ′ + ... (20)
with GZ and GZ′ being the true goldstone modes of the theory. Notice, if not obvious, that while
GZ is just expressed as a linear combination of the two CP-odd components of the Higgs, GZ′ on the
other hand takes a contribution also from b, due to the Stu¨ckelberg mass term. Therefore, one of the
special features of the combination of the Higgs and Stu¨ckelberg mechanisms is that in some cases the
potential of the model - V is an example of this situation, since it does not not include a b field - is
not sufficient to identify all the goldstone modes. Clearly, if both V and V ′ are present, then GZ and
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GZ′ can be extracted from the total potential and coincide with the goldstone modes extracted from
the bilinear mixings of (19) and (20). In this case the physical axion turns out to be massive. We
recall that the quadratic part of the CP-odd potential takes the general form
VCP−odd =
(
ImH01 , ImH
0
2 , b
)N


ImH01
ImH02
b

 (21)
for a suitable N matrix whose explicit expression is important but not necessary for our dicussion. In
the case of the MSSM the structure of the potential coincides with that of V and one identifies only
one physical CP-odd Higgs (called A0 in the MSSM) which will not have an axion-like coupling, as
can be verified by also a simple counting of the degrees of freedom before and after EWSB. In this
case the orthogonal transformation that diagonalizes the CP-odd scalar sector takes the form(
ImH02
ImH01
)
= O
(
A0
G0
)
(22)
and involves the physical (massive) CP-odd Higgs A0 and a golstone mode G0. The above discussion
goes through in a similar way also for the anomalous U(1) extension of the MSSM discussed in [10].
For the case of a potential such as VCP−odd = V + V ′ instead, there is indeed a mixing between the
components of the Higgs and b and the diagonalization of the quadratic part of the potential gives
 ImH
0
2
ImH01
b

 = O3

 χG01
G02

 (23)
with O3 being an orthogonal matrix. We have denoted the physical field by χ and the NG-bosons
by G01,2. In this case it is rather obvious that χ acquires an axion-like coupling, inherited from b. In
other words b has an expansion in terms of χ,G01 and G
0
2 or, equivalently, in terms of χ,GZ and GZ′ ,
where GZ and GZ′ are identified by Eq. (20). The decomposition is clearly gauge dependent. One
important comment concerns the nature of the bF F˜ interactions in this case.
In the unitary gauge the only axion-like couplings left involve the physical component of b, denoted
by χ, called “the axi-Higgs”, which gives typical χFF˜ interactions. As we have mentioned above, in
the absence of V ′, b decouples from the rest of the Higgs sector in N . In this case in the unitary gauge
all the anomalous couplings can be removed, and the theory goes back again to its original anomalous
form, with the old Lagrangean now replaced by an ordinary massive (and possibly anomalous) Yang-
Mills theory. It is rather obvious that the truly new element in these types of actions shows up when
a physical axion-like particle is induced in the spectrum. In the absence of this, the bF F˜ has dubious
meaning, since this term does not cancel the anomaly, as emphasized by Preskill long ago [29]. Rather,
it allows a better power-counting of the modified (anomalous) action. A justification of this point of
view comes from the fact that an anomalous (and massive) Yang-Mills theory can be given a typical
Stu¨ckelberg form and a bF F˜ interaction by a field-enlarging transformation [30].
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For this reason the only satisfactory potentials are those that either allow b to be part of the scalar
sector (such as for V + V ′) or, alternatively, when they allow, under certain conditions that we are
going to discuss next, a mixing between the CP-odd Higgs components and the Stu¨ckelberg.
With these motivations in mind, we move to the case of the new superpotential.
7 Scalar mass terms, the scalar potential and the mass of the gauge
bosons
Let’s now move to a discussion of the other sectors of the theory, starting from the scalar one. The
Lagrangean for the scalar mass terms is given by
LSMT = −M2LL˜†L˜−m2RR˜†R˜−M2QQ˜†Q˜−m2URU˜ †RU˜R −m2DRD˜†RD˜R −m21H†1H1
−m22H†2H2 −m2SS†S − (aλSH1 ·H2 + h.c.) − (aeH1 · L˜R˜+ h.c.)
−(adH1 · Q˜D˜R + h.c.) − (auH2 · Q˜U˜R + h.c.), (24)
where ML,MQ,mR,mUR ,mDR ,m1,m2,mS are the mass parameters for the explicit supersymmetry
breaking, while ae, aλ, au, ad are coefficients with mass dimension one.
The computation of the Lagrangean containing the soft-breaking terms Lagrangean is, as usual,
split into the scalar and gaugino mass terms
LSoft = LSMT + LGMT + 1
2
Mb
(
ψbψb + ψ¯bψ¯b
)
, (25)
where Mb is a mass parameter for the axino ψb. The gaugino mass terms given by
LGMT = −1
2
MG
(
λgaλga + λ¯ga λ¯ga
)− 1
2
Mw
(
λW iλW i + λ¯W iλ¯W i
)
−1
2
MY
(
λY λY + λ¯Y λ¯Y
)− 1
2
MB
(
λBλB + λ¯Bλ¯B
)
, (26)
where λga , λ¯ga are respectively the left- and right-handed gauginos of the SU(3) sector, λW i , λ¯W i are
the left- and right-handed gauginos of the SU(2) sector and λY , λ¯Y are the chiral gauginos of U(1)Y .
The MG,Mw,MY ,MB mass terms are the SUSY breaking parameters for SU(3), SU(2)W , U(1)Y
and U(1)B respectively. Once we have imposed the equations of motion for the F -terms the on-shell
Lagrangean is given by
Laux−F = −y2eH†1H1R˜R˜† − y2uH†2H2U˜RU˜ †R − y2dH†1H1D˜RD˜†R − |λH1 ·H2|2
−|λS|2(H†2H2 +H†1H1)− y2dD˜†RD˜RQ˜†Q˜− y2e L˜†L˜R˜R˜†
−y2uU˜RU˜ †RQ˜†Q˜− λyu
(
SQ˜†H1U˜
†
R + h.c.
)
− λyd
(
SQ˜†H2D˜
†
R + h.c.
)
λye
(
SL˜†H2R˜† + h.c.
)
− ydyu
(
U˜ †RH
†
2H1D˜R + h.c.
)
− yeyd
(
D˜†RQ˜
†L˜R˜+ h.c.
)
,
(27)
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where the coefficients ye, yu, yd come from the Yukawa couplings of the superpotential, while the D
terms are
Laux−D = −g
2
2
2
(L˜†τ iL˜+ Q˜†τ iQ˜+H†1τ
iH1 +H
†
2τ
iH2)
2 − g
2
s
2
(Q˜†T aQ˜+ U˜R
†
T aU˜R + D˜R
†
T aD˜R)
2
−g
2
Y
8
(L˜†L˜− 2R˜†R˜− 1
3
Q˜†Q˜+
4
3
U˜ †RU˜R −
2
3
D˜†RD˜R +H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)2
−g
2
B
8
(BLL˜
†L˜+BRR˜†R˜+BQQ˜†Q˜+BU U˜
†
RU˜R +BDD˜
†
RD˜R
+BH1H
†
1H1 +BH2H
†
2H2 +BSS
†S)2, (28)
where BL, BR are the charges of the leptons chiral superfields, BQ, BU , BD are the charges of the left
and right chiral superfields of the quark sector and BH1 , BH2 , BS are the charges of the two Higgs
doublet and of the extra singlet respectively.
7.1 The scalar potential
The study of EWSB in the case of these models proceeds similarly to the USSM [20].
The scalar potential is given by
V = |λH1 ·H2|2 + |λS|2(|H1|2 + |H2|2) + 1
8
(g22 + g
2
Y )(H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)2
+
g2B
8
(BH1H
†
1H1 +BH2H
†
2H2 +BSS
†S)2 +
g22
2
|H†1H2|2 +m21|H1|2 +m22|H2|2
+m2S|S|2 + (aλSH1 ·H2 + h.c.). (29)
We introduce the following basis
H1 =
1√
2
(
ReH01 + i ImH
0
1
ReH−1 + i ImH
−
1
)
, H2 =
1√
2
(
ReH+2 + i ImH
+
2
ReH02 + i ImH
0
2
)
, S =
1√
2
(ReS + i ImS),
(30)
where in correspondence of the minimum value of the potential we use the following parametrization
for the Higgs fields
〈H1〉 = 1√
2
(
v1
0
)
, 〈H2〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v2
)
, 〈S〉 = vS√
2
. (31)
As usual, we require the existence of a stable vacuum imposing the conditions
m21v1 +
1
2
λ2v1(v
2
2 + v
2
S) +
1√
2
aλv2vS − 1
8
v1(v
2
2 − v21)g2
+
1
8
g2BBH1v1(BH2v
2
2 +BH1v
2
1 +BSv
2
S) = 0, (32)
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m22v2 +
1
2
λ2v2(v
2
1 + v
2
S) +
1√
2
aλv1vS +
1
8
v2(v
2
2 − v21)g2
+
1
8
g2BBH2v2(BH2v
2
2 +BH1v
2
1 +BSv
2
S) = 0, (33)
1√
2
aλv1v2 +m
2
SvS +
1
2
λ2vSv
2 +
1
8
g2BBSvS(BH2v
2
2 +BH1v
2
1 +BSv
2
S) = 0, (34)
where again aλ is a mass parameter of the model.
7.2 Mass of the gauge bosons
The Lagrangean that describes the contributions to the mass of the gauge bosons is given by
Lq = |DµH1|2 + |DµH2|2 + |DµS|2 + 1
2
(∂µIm b+MstBµ)
2 (35)
and involves, beside the two higgses, the SM bosonic singlet of Sˆ, the bosonic component of the
Stu¨ckelberg axion, b, and the Stu¨ckelberg mass Mst. Collecting the quadratic terms we obtain the
contributions to the gauge boson masses which are given by
LGM = g
2
2
4
(v21 + v
2
2)W
+µW−µ +
g22
8
(v21 + v
2
2)W
3µW 3µ −
g2gY
4
(v21 + v
2
2)W
3µAYµ
+
g2Y
8
(v21 + v
2
2)A
Y µAYµ +
g2gB
4
(BH1v
2
1 −BH2v22)W 3µBµ −
gY gB
4
(BH1v
2
1 −BH2v22)AYµBµ
+
g2B
8
(B2H1v
2
1 +B
2
H2
v22 +B
2
Sv
2
S)BµB
µ +
1
2
M2stB
µBµ. (36)
Using the interaction basis of the gauge field components (W 3µ , A
Y
µ , Bµ) we obtain the corresponding
mass matrix, which is given by
M2gauge =


g2
2
8 v
2 − g2gY8 v2 g28 xB
− g2gY8 v2
g2Y
8 v
2 gY
8 xB
g2
8 xB
gY
8 xB
NBB
8 +
M2st
2


, (37)
where
xB = gB(v
2
1BH1 − v22BH2), NBB = g2B(B2H1v21 +B2H2v22 +B2Sv2S), v2 = v21 + v22 . (38)
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Performing the diagonalization we obtain the rotation matrix
OAsusy =


gY
g
g2
g
0
− g2(f1+
√
f2
1
+4x2
B
g2)
g
r
2
h
4g2x2
B
+f2
1
+f1
√
f2
1
+4g2x2
B
i gY (f1+
√
f2
1
+4x2
B
g2)
g
r
2
h
4g2x2
B
+f2
1
+f1
√
f2
1
+4g2x2
B
i gxB
√
2rh
4g2 x2
B
+f2
1
+f1
√
f2
1
+4g2x2
B
i
− g2(f1−
√
f2
1
+4x2
B
g2)
g
r
2
h
4g2x2
B
+f2
1
−f1
√
f2
1
+4g2x2
B
i gY (f1−
√
f2
1
+4x2
B
g2)
g
r
2
h
4g2x2
B
+f2
1
−f1
√
f2
1
+4g2x2
B
i gxB
√
2rh
4g2 x2
B
+f2
1
−f1
√
f2
1
+4g2x2
B
i


,
(39)
which acts on the interaction basis as

Aγ
Z
Z ′

 = OAsusy


W 3
AY
B

 , (40)
and where we have defined g =
√
g2Y + g
2
2 and f1 = 4M
2
st − g2v2 +NBB .
We obtain one null eigenvalue corresponding to the photon, while the masses of the physical Z
and Z ′ are given by
M2Z =
1
8
(
4M2st + g
2 v2 +NBB −
√
(4M2st − g2 v2 +NBB)2 + 4g2x2B
)
M2Z′ =
1
8
(
4M2st + g
2 v2 +NBB +
√
(4M2st − g2 v2 +NBB)2 + 4g2x2B
)
. (41)
Compared to the non-supersymmetric case [8], the corrections to the masses of the gauge bosons
involve also vS , which is implicitly contained in NBB .
7.3 The charged and the CP-even sectors of the scalar potential
The description of the charged sector of the model is performed using the standard basis (ReH+2 ,ReH
−
1 ).
We obtain the following mass matrix
M2c =


1
2(
1
2g
2 − λ2)v21 + aλ v1vS√2v2 −
1
2(
1
2g
2 − λ2)v1v2 + aλ vS√2
−12(12g2 − λ2)v1v2 + aλ vS√2
1
2(
1
2g
2 − λ2)v22 + aλ v2vS√2v1

 . (42)
The same mass matrix is obtained in the basis (−ImH+2 , ImH−1 ). We have one zero eigenvalue corre-
sponding to a charged Goldstone boson and a mass eigenvalue corresponding to the charged Higgs
m2H± =
(
v1
v2
+
v2
v1
)(
1
4
g2v1v2 − 1
2
λ2v1v2 + aλ
vS√
2
)
. (43)
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In the analysis of the CP-even sector we use the basis (ReH01 ,ReH
0
2 ,ReS). We obtain the matrix
elements
(M2ev)11 =
1
4
(
g2BB
2
H1
+ g2Y + g
2
2
)
v21 − aλ
v2vS√
2v1
(M2ev)12 =
(
g2B
4
BH1BH2 + λ
2 − g
2
2 + g
2
Y
4
)
v1v2 + aλ
vS√
2
(M2ev)13 = aλ
v2√
2
+
(
g2B
4
BH1BS + λ
2
)
v1vS
(M2ev)22 =
1
4
(
g2BB
2
H1
+ g2Y + g
2
2
)
v22 − aλ
v2vS√
2v1
(M2ev)23 = aλ
v1√
2
+
(
g2B
4
BH2BS + λ
2
)
v2vS
(M2ev)33 = −aλ
v1v2√
2vS
+
1
4
g2BB
2
Sv
2
S
with the other terms obtained by symmetry (M12 = M21, etc.). The matrix has in general three
massive eigenvalues corresponding to the three neutral Higgs particles (H01 ,H
0
2 ,H
0
3 ).
7.4 The Neutral CP-odd sector and the axion
The key sector that is responsible for the presence of a physical axion is the CP-odd one. Choosing
the basis given by the components (ImS, ImH01 , ImH
0
2 ), our superpotential with an extra singlet gives
the mixing matrix
M2odd =
aλ√
2


v1v2
vS
v2 v1
v2
v2vS
v1
vS
v1 vS
v1vS
v2

 . (44)
Diagonalizing this mass matrix we can identify the orthogonal transformation Oodd from the interaction
to the mass eigenstates which is given by

ImS
ImH01
ImH02

 = Oodd


G01
G02
H04

 . (45)
A simple analysis gives two null eigenvalues, corresponding to two neutral goldstone bosons, and one
physical state, which is identified with a massive neutral Higgs boson
m2
H0
4
=
aλ√
2
(
v1v2
vS
+
v1vS
v2
+
vSv2
v1
)
. (46)
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From the diagonalization procedure we obtain
Oodd =


− vS√
v2
S
+v2
2
− vS√
v2
S
+v2
1
v1v2√
v2
1
v2
2
+v2v2
S
0 v1√
v2
S
+v2
1
v2vS√
v2
1
v2
2
+v2v2
S
v2√
v2
S
+v2
2
0 v1vS√
v2
1
v2
2
+v2v2
S

 (47)
and the states are given by
G01 =
v2ImH
0
2 − vSImS√
v22 + v
2
S
,
G02 =
v1ImH
0
1 − vSImS√
v21 + v
2
S
,
H04 =
v1v2ImS + vSv2ImH
0
1 + v1vSImH
0
2√
v21v
2
2 + v
2
Sv
2
, (48)
where G01 and G
0
2 are two Goldstone modes, while H
0
4 is the physical Higgs.
Having identified the goldstones of the potential in the CP-odd sector, the parallel identification
of the goldstones of the massive gauge bosons after EWSB is performed by an analysis of the bilinear
mixings. In fact, from the Lagrangean density we can extract the following derivative coupling terms
LDC = 1
2
g2W
3
µ∂
µGY − 1
2
gYA
Y
µ ∂
µGY +
1
2
gBBµ∂
µGB (49)
where we have defined
GY = (v1Im H
0
1 − v2Im H02 )
GB = (BH1v1Im H
0
1 +BH2v2Im H
0
2 +BSvSIm S) +
2Mst
gB
Im b (50)
which can be rotated onto the basis (Aγµ, Zµ, Z
′
µ) using the O
A
susy matrix
W 3µ = O
A
WγA
γ
µ +O
A
WZZµ +O
A
WZ′Z
′
µ
AYµ = O
A
Y γA
γ
µ +O
A
Y ZZµ +O
A
Y Z′Z
′
µ
Bµ = O
A
BγA
γ
µ +O
A
BZZµ +O
A
BZ′Z
′
µ (51)
to obtain the expression for LDC in terms of physical states
LDC = MZZµ∂µGZ +MZ′Z ′µ∂µGZ′ . (52)
The two goldstone modes corresponding to the physical massive gauge bosons are given by
MZGZ = −A
[
v1
2xB
(
f1 +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
)
− v1gBBH1
]
ImH01
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+A
[
v2
2xB
(
f1 +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
)
+ v2gBBH2
]
ImH02
+BSgBvS A ImS + 2MstA Im b
(53)
MZ′GZ′ = A
′
[
v1
2xB
(√
f21 + 4g
2x2B − f1
)
+ v1gBBH1
]
ImH01
−A′
[
v2
2xB
(√
f21 + 4g
2x2B − f1
)
− v2gBBH2
]
ImH02
+BSgBvS A
′ ImS + 2MstA′ Im b (54)
where we have defined the following coefficients
A =
√√√√1
8
− f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
A′ =
√√√√1
8
+
f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
. (55)
It is simple to observe that GZ and GZ′ are orthonormal. At this point, a simple counting of the
physical degrees of freedom before and after EWSB can give us a hint on the properties of this model.
Before EWSB we have ten degrees of freedom: two for AYµ , two for W
3
µ , three for Bµ, two for the
Higgs fields ImH01 and ImH
0
2 and one for the singlet Im S. After the breaking, we are left with two
polarization states for the physical photon, three degrees of freedom for the Z and the Z ′ respectively,
one neutral Higgs state H04 and one physical state which we are going to identify as the axi-Higgs.
Therefore we can build this new physical state requiring its orthogonality with respect to the basis{
H04 , GZ , GZ′
}
where H04 , identified as the physical direction of the potential, clearly belongs to the
CP-odd sector. We start from the following linear combination
χ = b1Im H
0
1 + b2Im H
0
2 + b3Im S + b4Im b (56)
and we determine the coefficients b1, . . . , b4 by the following constraints
Y1 = b3v1v2 + b2v1vS + b1v2vS = 0,
Y2 = 4b4MstxB + 2b3BSvSgBxB − b1v1(f1 − 2BH1gBxB +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B)
+b2v2(f1 + 2BH2gBxB +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B) = 0
Y3 = 4b4MstxB + 2b3BSvSgBxB + b2v2(f1 + 2BH2gBxB −
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B)
+b1v1(−f1 + 2BH1gBxB +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B) = 0, (57)
which give
b1 = b4
2Mst
gBBS
v1v
2
2
(v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S)
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b2 = b4
Mst
4gBBS
v21v2
(v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S)
b3 = −b4 Mst
4gBBS
v2vS
(v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S)
,
where the coefficient b4 is constrained by the normalization of the eigenstates. The physical axion will
be given by
χ =
1
Nχ
[
2Mstv1v
2
2 ImH
0
1 + 2Mstv
2
1v2 ImH
0
2 − 2Mstv2vS ImS +BS gB(v2v2S + v21v22)Im b
]
Nχ =
√
4M2stv
2(v2v2S + v
2
1v
2
2) +B
2
Sg
2
B(v
2v2S + v
2
1v
2
2)
2 (58)
where the new identified state has a nonvanishing projection over the Stu¨ckelberg field. Re-expressing
Im b in terms of χ and the goldstone modes of the massive gauge bosons, we discover that the axion-
like interactions (Wess-Zumino terms) mediated by the Stu¨ckelberg field can be rotated over χ, giving
trilinear vertices of the form χFI ∧ FJ , where I and J denote the physical gauge bosons.
The rotation matrix Oχsusy that rotates the physical components and the goldstones in the CP-odd
sector takes the form 

H04
GZ
G′Z
χ

 = (Oχsusy)


Im H01
Im H02
Im S
Im b

 , (59)
where all the entries are defined in Appendix B.
7.4.1 The BS = 0 case: no physical axions
In the case BS = 0, corresponding to a singlet of the entire gauge symmetry, we can proceed in
the same way, obtaining, however, a different result compared to the previous case. In this case the
general structure of the scalar potential can be modified by introducing linear or cubic terms in Sˆ,
corresponding to the same structure of the nMSSM or of the NMSSM, with an additional U(1)B
symmetry. Adding a linear term we obtain 2
V = |λH1 ·H2 + m
2
12
λ
|2 + |λS|2(|H1|2 + |H2|2) + 1
8
(g22 + g
2
Y )(H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)2
+
g2B
8
B2H1(H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)2 +
g22
2
|H†1H2|2 +m21|H1|2 +m22|H2|2
+m2S|S|2 + (aλSH1 ·H2 + tSS + h.c.), (60)
2At this stage we do not consider a cubic term in Sˆ in order to avoid the problem related to the formation of
cosmological domain walls (see [22], [31], [32]), though even in this case one has two Higgs bosons and one Goldstone
mode in the CP-odd sector.
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where we have introduced the mass parameter m212/λ - which is the coefficient of Sˆ in the nMSSM
superpotential - and tS , which is the coefficient of Sˆ in the soft breaking Lagrangean and has mass
dimension three. Notice that we have used the condition BH1 = −BH2 . In this case, in the basis
{ImS, ImH01 , ImH02}, the CP-odd mass matrix is given by
M2odd =


−tS
√
2
vS
− aλ v1v2√2vS −aλ
v2√
2
−aλ v1√2
−aλ v2√2 −
v2
v1
(m212 + aλ
vS√
2
) −m212 − aλ vS√2
−aλ v1√2 −m212 − aλ
vS√
2
− v1
v2
(m212 + aλ
vS√
2
)

 (61)
This sector provides two physical Higgs states and one goldstone mode of the form 3
G0nMSSM =
1√
v21 + v
2
2
(
v1ImH
0
1 − v2ImH02
)
. (62)
The other goldstone mode is obtained from the derivative coupling of the Stu¨ckelberg term (Bµ∂µIm b).
Thus, from the derivative couplings, once we have performed a rotation on the physical basis, we
obtain the two orthogonal Goldstone modes GZ , GZ′ corresponding to the Z and the Z
′ bosons, which
are a linear combination of Im b and of the Goldstone mode obtained from the CP-odd sector,
GZ = α1G
0
nMSSM + α2Im b, GZ′ = α
′
1G
0
nMSSM + α
′
2Im b, (63)
where the coefficients α1 . . . , α
′
2 are not given in an explicit form for simplicity.
In this case the number of degrees of freedom before the symmetry breaking is again equal to ten.
In fact we have two forW3, three for B, two for Y and finally ImH
0
1 , ImH
0
2 and Im b. After EWSB we
are left with three degrees of freedom for the Z, three for the Z ′, two for the photon and two neutral
higgs states, which are physical. Therefore we do not have Higgs-axion mixing.
8 The sfermion sector
Coming to the scalar fermion sector (sfermions), the Lagrangean in terms of component fields is given
by
LMSSMsfer = −λ ye[S†H†2L˜R˜+ SL˜†H2R˜†]− λ yd[S†H†2Q˜D˜R + SQ˜†H2D˜†R]
−λ yu[S†H†1Q˜U˜R + SQ˜†H1U˜ †R]− y2e [H†1H1(L˜†L˜+ R˜†R˜)−H†1L˜(H†1L˜)†]
−y2d[H†1H1(Q˜†Q˜+ D˜†RD˜R)−H†1Q˜(H†1Q˜)†]
−y2u[H†2H2(Q˜†Q˜+ U˜ †RU˜R)−H†2Q˜(H†2Q˜)†]−M2LL˜†L˜−m2RR˜†R˜
−M2QQ˜†Q˜−m2URU˜ †RU˜R −m2DRD˜†RD˜R − (aeH1 · L˜R˜+ h.c.)
−(adH1 · Q˜D˜R + h.c.) − (auH2 · Q˜U˜R + h.c.)
3The same goldstone mode can be obtained from the NMSSM scalar potential [33].
22
−g
2
2
2
(L˜†τ iL˜+ Q˜†τ iQ˜+H†1τ
iH1 +H
†
2τ
iH2)
2
−g
2
s
2
(Q˜†T aQ˜+ U˜R
†
T aU˜R + D˜R
†
T aD˜R)
2
−g
2
Y
8
(L˜†L˜− 2R˜†R˜− 1
3
Q˜†Q˜+
4
3
U˜ †RU˜R −
2
3
D˜†RD˜R +H
†
1H1 −H†2H2)2.
(64)
In the presence of an extra U(1)B an additional piece coming from the D-terms must be added to the
sfermion Lagrangean and it is given by
LU(1)Bsfer = −
g2B
8
(BLL˜
†L˜+BRR˜†R˜+BQQ˜†Q˜+BU U˜
†
RU˜R +BDD˜
†
RD˜R
+BH1H
†
1H1 +BH2H
†
2H2 +BSS
†S)2. (65)
After spontaneous symmetry breaking we get
Ltotsfer = −
1
2
λ vSyev2[L˜
2R˜+ L˜2†R˜†]− 1
2
λ vSydv2[Q˜
2D˜R + Q˜
2†D˜†R]−
1
2
λ vSyuv1[Q˜
1U˜R + Q˜
1†U˜ †R]
−1
2
y2ev
2
1 [L˜
2†L˜2 + R˜†R˜]− 1
2
y2dv
2
1 [Q˜
2†Q˜2 + D˜†RD˜R]−
1
2
y2uv
2
2[Q˜
1†Q˜1 + U˜ †RU˜R]
−M2LL˜†L˜−m2RR˜†R˜−M2QQ˜†Q˜−m2URU˜ †RU˜R −m2DRD˜†RD˜R
−(ae v1√
2
L˜2R˜+ h.c.) − (ad v1√
2
Q˜2D˜R + h.c.) + (au
v2√
2
Q˜1U˜R + h.c.)
−g
2
2
8
(v21 − v22)(L˜1†L˜1 − L˜2†L˜2 + Q˜1†Q˜1 − Q˜2†Q˜2)
−g
2
Y
8
(v21 − v22)(L˜†L˜− 2R˜†R˜−
1
3
Q˜†Q˜+
4
3
U˜ †RU˜R −
2
3
D˜†RD˜R)
−g
2
B
8
(
BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S
)
(BLL˜
†L˜+BRR˜†R˜+BQQ˜†Q˜+BU U˜
†
RU˜R +BDD˜
†
RD˜R);
(66)
here and in what follows superscripts on L˜ and Q˜ specify the doublet components.
In the basis (L˜2, R˜†), the entries of the mass matrix are given by
(ML˜2,R˜)11 = y
2
e
1
2
v21 +M
2
L −
1
8
(g22 − g2Y )(v21 − v22) +
g2B
8
BL(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S),
(ML˜2,R˜)12 = (ML˜2,R˜)21 =
1
2
λvSyev2 + ae
v1√
2
,
(ML˜2,R˜)22 =
1
2
y2ev
2
1 +m
2
R −
1
4
g2Y (v
2
1 − v22) +
g2B
8
BR(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S). (67)
The former matrix can be diagonalized through a rotation defined by
tan 2θL˜2,R˜ =
(λvSyev2 + ae
√
2v1)
m2R −M2L + 18(g22 − 3g2Y )(v21 − v22) +
g2
B
8 (BR −BL)(BH1v21 +BH2v22 +BSv2S)
. (68)
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The eigenvalues have very lengthy expressions and we will omit them for brevity. The three eigenstates
are given by
l˜1 = cos θL˜2,R˜L˜
2 + sin θL˜2,R˜R˜
†
l˜2 = − sin θL˜2,R˜L˜2 + cos θL˜2,R˜R˜†
l˜3 = L˜
1. (69)
The mass of L˜1 is given by
M2
L˜1
=
1
8
(g22 + g
2
Y )(v
2
1 − v22) +
g2B
8
BL(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S). (70)
Using the two basis (Q˜2, D˜†R) and (Q˜
1, U˜ †R), the mass sector of the squarks can be written as
Lsquark = −
(
Q˜2† D˜R
)
MQ˜2,D˜R
(
Q˜2
D˜†R
)
−
(
Q˜1† U˜R
)
MQ˜1,U˜R
(
Q˜1
U˜ †R
)
, (71)
where the MQ˜2,D˜R matrix is defined as
(MQ˜2,D˜R)11 =
1
2
y2dv
2
1 +M
2
Q −
1
8
(g22 +
1
3
g2Y )(v
2
1 − v22) +
g2B
8
BQ(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S),
(MQ˜2,D˜R)12 = (MQ˜2,D˜R)21 =
1
2
λvSydv2 + ad
v1√
2
,
(MQ˜2,D˜R)22 =
1
2
y2dv
2
1 +m
2
DR
− 1
12
g2Y (v
2
1 − v22) +
g2B
8
BDR(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S),
while for the M
Q˜1,U˜R
matrix we get
(MQ˜1,U˜R)11 =
1
2
y2uv
2
2 +M
2
Q +
1
8
(g22 −
1
3
g2Y )(v
2
1 − v22) +
g2B
8
BQ(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S),
(MQ˜1,U˜R)12 = (MQ˜1,U˜R)21 =
1
2
λvSyuv1 − au v2√
2
(MQ˜1,U˜R)22 =
1
2
y2uv
2
2 +m
2
UR
+
1
6
g2Y (v
2
1 − v22) +
g2B
8
BUR(BH1v
2
1 +BH2v
2
2 +BSv
2
S). (72)
The MQ˜2,D˜R matrix can be diagonalized using
q˜1 = cos θQ˜2,D˜RQ˜
2 + sin θQ˜2,D˜RD˜
†
R
q˜2 = − sin θQ˜2,D˜RQ˜
2 + cos θQ˜2,D˜RD˜
†
R,
where the θQ˜2,D˜R angle is defined by
tan 2θQ˜2,D˜R =
(λvSydv2 + ad
√
2v1)
m2DR −M2Q + 18(g22 − 13g2Y )(v21 − v22) +
g2
B
8 (BDR −BQ)(BH1v21 +BH2v22 +BSv2S)
. (73)
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Again, we omit the explicit expression of the eigenvalues since they are quite lengthy. The MQ˜1,U˜R
matrix can be diagonalized by the following choice
q˜3 = cos θQ˜1,U˜RQ˜
1 + sin θQ˜1,U˜RU˜
†
R
q˜4 = − sin θQ˜1,U˜RQ˜
1 + cos θQ˜1,U˜RU˜
†
R,
where θQ˜1,U˜R is defined by
tan 2θQ˜1,U˜R =
(λvSyu
√
2v1 − au
√
2v2)
m2UR −M2Q − 18(g22 − 53g2Y )(v21 − v22) +
g2
B
8 (BUR −BQ)(BH1v21 +BH2v22 +BSv2S)
. (74)
Using the parameter values specified in the numerical analysis of the neutralino sector, typical values
for sfermion masses are around a few TeV.
9 Wess-Zumino counterterms and Chern-Simons interactions
The cancellation of the gauge anomalies in these supersymmetric models are obtained by the introduc-
tion of axion counterterms. The supersymmetric form of the corresponding Lagrangean introduces,
beside the usual bosonic contributions of the form bF ∧ F additional interactions between the axion
and the gauginos and between the axino, the gauge fields and the corresponding gauginos. It is given
by
LC = −
∫
d4θ
{[
1
2
bG Tr(GG)bˆ + 1
2
bW Tr(WW )bˆ
+bY bˆW
Y
α W
Y,α + bBbˆW
B
α W
B,α + bY BbˆW
Y
α W
B,α
]
δ(θ¯2) + h.c.
}
.
(75)
whose general e Expanding this expression in component fields using the WZ gauge we obtain
LC = −1
8
bG ǫ
µνρσGaµνG
a
ρσ Imb −
1
8
bW ǫ
µνρσW iµνW
i
ρσ Imb
−1
4
bY ǫ
µνρσF YµνF
Y
ρσ Imb −
1
4
bBǫ
µνρσFBµνF
B
ρσ Imb −
1
4
bY Bǫ
µνρσF YµνF
B
ρσ Imb
+ bG[ Imb
1
2
(λgaσ
µDµλ¯ga)− i
2
√
2
ψb
1
2
(λgaσ
µσ¯νGaµν) +
1
2
Fb
1
2
(λgaλga)
+
1√
2
ψb
1
2
(λgaD
a
G) + h.c.] + bW [ Imb
1
2
(λaσµDµλ¯
a) − i
2
√
2
ψb
1
2
(λW iσ
µσ¯νW iµν)
+
1
2
Fb
1
2
(λW iλW i) +
1√
2
ψb
1
2
(λW iD
i) + h.c.] + bY [ Imb λY σ
µDµλ¯Y − i
2
√
2
ψbλY σ
µσ¯νF Yµν
+
1
2
FbλY λY +
1√
2
ψbλY DY + h.c.] + bB [ Imb λBσ
µDµλ¯B − i
2
√
2
ψbλBσ
µσ¯νFBµν
+
1
2
FbλBλB +
1√
2
ψbλB DB + h.c.] + bY B[( Imb λY σ
µ∂µλ¯B +
1
2
FbλY λB
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+
1√
2
ψbλY DB − i
2
√
2
λY σ
µσ¯νFBµνψb) + (Y ↔ B) + h.c.],
(76)
where we have additional contributions for the cancellation of the U(1)BSU(3)SU(3) anomaly, which
are typical of this model and are not present in previous similar formulations [10].
9.1 The Chern-Simons Lagrangean
As we have mentioned above, the Chern-Simons Lagrangean describes the freedom to re-distribute
the anomaly in the trilinear gauge interactions of AV V and AAA type. In a bottom-up description
of these models this freedom is equivalently formulated in terms of external Ward identities on the
anomalous vertices. The corresponding Lagrangean is similar to the one given in [10], now with the
addition of the gluonic terms. It takes the form
LCS = −
∫
d4θ
{
c1
[
(Yˆ DαBˆ − BˆDαYˆ )WBα + h.c.
]
−c2
[
(Yˆ DαBˆ − BˆDαYˆ )W Yα + h.c.
]
−c3Tr
[
(WˆDαBˆ − BˆDαWˆ )Wα + 1
6
WˆDαBˆD¯2[DαWˆ , Wˆ ] + h.c.
]
− c4Tr
[
(GˆDαBˆ − BˆDαGˆ)Gα + 1
6
GˆDαBˆD¯2[DαGˆ, Gˆ] + h.c.
]}
(77)
where the coefficients c1 . . . c4 will be determined by the generalized Ward identities of the model.
Expanding this expression in terms of component fields we get
LCS = −c1ǫµνρσBµYνFBρσ + c2ǫµνρσBµYνF Yρσ + c3ǫµνρσBµTr
(
WνFρσ − i
3
Wν [Wρ,Wσ]
)
+c4ǫ
µνρσBµTr
(
GνGρσ − i
3
Gν [Gρ, Gσ ]
)
− c1 (λBσµλ¯BAYµ − λBσµλ¯YBµ + h.c.)
+c2 (λY σ
µλ¯YBµ − λY σµλ¯BAYµ + h.c.) + c3 Tr(λWσµλ¯WBµ − λWσµλ¯BWµ + h.c.)
+ c4 Tr(λgσ
µλ¯gBµ − λgσµλ¯BGµ + h.c.). (78)
The role of the Lagrangean is to redistribute the anomaly among the three anomalous vertices when
the symmetry of the interaction is not enough to fix the partial contributions to the anomaly uniquely.
10 Generalized broken Ward identities
The anomaly cancellation mechanism for this supersymmetric model proceeds as in [8, 30, 34, 36, 37,
38], where a detailed description of some physical cases can be found. The resulting anomalies must
be cancelled in the abelian sector BBB,BY Y, Y BB and in the non-abelian SU(2) and SU(3) sectors.
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If we start by using a parametrization of the one-loop trilinear gauge interactions with a symmetric
distribution of the AAA anomaly vertex (∆AAA), in which we denote with −k3 = k1+k2 the incoming
momentum with the λ index and with k1, k2 the outgoing momenta, with indices µ and ν respectively,
we can introduce generalized Ward identities in the momentum space as defining conditions on the
model. We obtain
k3,λABBB∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)−
1
4
bB ε
µναβk1,αk2,β − 2mf∆µνBB = 0, (79)
for the BBB case, and analogous conditions in the other sectors. The expressions of ∆AAA, ∆BB and
similar are given below; mf denotes the mass of the fermion in the anomaly loop.
Other two Ward identities are obtained by a cyclic permutation of the momenta. Also, notice that
in this specific case we do not have Chern-Simons interactions in the defining condition. For a BY Y
triangle we have
k3,λ
[
ABY Y∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)− c2ελµνα(k1 − k2)α
]
− 1
4
bY ε
µναβk1,αk2,β − 2mf∆µνY Y = 0,
k1,µ
[
ABY Y∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)− c2ελµνα(k1 − k2)α
]
− 2mf∆λνY Y = 0,
k2,ν
[
ABY Y∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)− c2ελµνα(k1 − k2)α
]
− 2mf∆λµY Y = 0, (80)
where the tensor structure of the triangles is given below. For a Y BB triangle we have
k3,λ
[
AY BB∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)− c1ελµνα(k1 − k2)α
]
− 2mf∆µνBB = 0,
k1,µ
[
AY BB∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)− c1ελµνα(k1 − k2)α
]
− 1
4
bY B ε
λναβk2,αk3,β − 2mf∆λνBB = 0,
k2,ν
[
AY BB∆λµνAAA(k3, k1, k2)− c1ελµνα(k1 − k2)α
]
− 1
4
bY B ε
λµαβk3,αk1,β − 2mf∆λµBB = 0,
(81)
where the coefficients c1, c2 are fixed by the BRST invariance under U(1)Y . The explicit form of the
tensors ∆λµνAAA and ∆
µν
BB , in terms of Feynman integrals, are given by
∆λµνAAA(mf 6= 0) =
1
π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
1
∆(mf )
{
ε[k1, λ, µ, ν]
[
−∆(mf )−m
2
f
3
+ k2 · k2y(y − 1)− xyk1 · k2
]
+ε[k2, λ, µ, ν]
[
∆(mf )−m2f
3
− k1 · k1x(x− 1) + xyk1 · k2
]
+ε[k1, k2, λ, ν](k
µ
1 x(x− 1)− xykµ2 )
+ε[k1, k2, λ, µ](k
ν
2y(1− y) + xykν1 )} , (82)
and
∆µνBB = −
mf
3π2
εµναβk1αk2β
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x
0
dxdy
1
∆(mf )
, (83)
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where ∆(mf ) = [m
2
f + (y − 1)yk22 + (x − 1)xk21 − 2xyk1 · k2] . For ∆µνY Y and ∆µνY B we obtain similar
expressions. The same relations can be reformulated in the mass eigenstate basis in terms of the
physical gauge bosons Z and Z ′. The structure of the (generalized) Ward identity in this case is
shown in Fig. 1, written in configuration space, where the first term corresponds to the anomaly, the
second is the axion counterterm projected out on the goldstone GZ , and the third diagram describes
the mass corrections due to the coupling of the goldstone to the massive fermion in the loop. In the
chiral limit, obviously, the third term is absent.
= 0
d
dzλ
λ
µ
ν
Z
γ
γ
2 MZ 2 MZ
λ
µ
ν
GZ
γ
γ
GZ
a)
γ
γ
b) c)
Figure 1: The generalized Ward identity for the Zγγ vertex in our anomalous model away from the chiral
limit. The analogous STI for the SM case consists of only diagrams a) and c).
The generalized Ward identities for the case U(1)B SU(2)SU(2) have similar expressions, while the
case U(1)B SU(3)SU(3) requires a further comment. As a matter of fact, in this case the higgsinos do
not circulate in the loop, but the BGG triangle exhibits an anomaly when BS 6= 0, (see Eq.(4)). For
the same reason we do not have a BGG anomaly in the MLSOM [8] (Minimal Low Scale Orientifold
Model) case when the Higgs charges under U(1)B are equal.
11 Z decay into four fermions: Chern-Simons interactions
One interesting signature of trilinear anomalous vertices involving three anomalous gauge bosons can
be investigated in the decay process of the Z/Z ′ into four fermions by the mediation of two extra
anomalous currents. This kind of process is phenomenologically relevant since it is sensitive to the
presence of (at least) two or more extra anomalous U(1). As a matter of fact, in the MLSOM
(non supersymmetric case) in the presence of an abelian symmetry given by G1 = U(1)Y × U(1)B
where B is anomalous, the off-shell effective vertex does not contain any Chern-Simons interaction
by construction. If we take, for instance, the triangle 〈ZZ ′Z ′〉, some of the relevant effective vertices
coming from the interaction eigenstate basis which have an anomalous component are 〈BBB〉 and
〈Y BB〉. In the BBB case the Chern-Simons interaction vanishes trivially, while in the Y BB case
the corresponding Chern-Simons counterterm must be “absorbed” in a redefinition of the triangle in
order to ensure the BRST invariance. Equivalently, the Y BB vertex does not allow a partial anomaly
on the Y leg, since there is no axion for Y . An analysis of the anomalous trilinear interactions in the
context of the MLSOM can be found in [36].
In the presence of multiple anomalous U(1)’s (such as U(1)Y × U(1)B × U(1)B′) the situation
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is quite different. The Z decay into four fermions can be mediated by two different extra neutral
currents and the off-shell vertex can be of the type 〈ZZ ′Z ′′〉, while from the interaction eigenstate
basis a contribution BB′B′ appears. A simple inspection of the gauge invariance of this vertex shows
that a Chern-Simons interaction can not be absorbed into a redefinition of the BB′B′ triangle.
A symmetric distribution of the anomaly on the BB′B′ triangle, with outgoing momenta k1, k2
and incoming momentum k, fixes the Rosenberg parametrization as follows 4
T λµνAAA = (−A5k1 · k2 −A6k22 −
an
3
)ε[k1, λ, µ, ν] + (−A4k1 · k2 −A3k21 +
an
3
)ε[k2, λ, µ, ν]
+A3k
µ
1 ε[k1, k2, λ, ν] +A4k
µ
2 ε[k1, k2, λ, ν] +A5k
ν
1ε[k1, k2, λ, µ] +A6k
ν
2ε[k1, k2, λ, µ], (84)
thus, we have a partial anomaly equal to an3 on each Lorentz index
kλT λµνAAA =
an
3
ε[k1, k2, µ, ν]
kµ1T
λµν
AAA =
an
3
ε[k1, k2, λ, ν]
kν2T
λµν
AAA = −
an
3
ε[k1, k2, λ, µ]. (85)
The generalized Chern-Simons interaction allowed by the presence of multiple anomalous U(1)s can
be formally written as
V λµνCS = a
(1)
n ε[λ, µ, ν, α](k
α
1 − kα2 ) + a(2)n ε[λ, µ, ν, α](kα2 − kα3 ) + a(3)n ε[λ, µ, ν, α](kα3 − kα1 ) (86)
where k3 = −k and the coefficients a(i)n i = 1, 2, 3 depend on the model and satisfy the relation
a
(1)
n + a
(2)
n + a
(3)
n = an. Therefore, in the definition of the effective vertex the contributions coming
from the Chern-Simons interactions appear explicitly and spoil the symmetric distribution of the
anomaly on BB′B′. Moreover, the cancellation of the anomaly is ensured by the presence of the
WZ interactions, which are constrained by the BRST invariance of the model. For example, the
computation of the diagrams described in Figs. 2 and 3 gives
T¯ = ελ(k)
(
T λµνAAA + V
λµν
CS
)[(
gµµ
′ − k
µ
1 k
µ′
1
M2Z′
)
−i
k21 −M2Z′
u¯(q1)Γµ′v(q2)(
gνν
′ − k
ν
2k
ν′
2
M2Z′′
)
−i
k22 −M2Z′′
u¯(q3)Γν′v(q4)
]
, (87)
where we have indicated with Γν′ the generic Lorentz structure of the fermion coupling to the extra
Z ′/Z ′′. For instance, the Chern-Simons contribution gives
T¯CS = ε
λ(k)
[
a(1)ε[λ, µ, ν, k1 − k2] + a(2)ε[λ, µ, ν, k2 − k3] + a(3)ε[λ, µ, ν, k3 − k1]
]
×
u¯(q1)Γ
µv(q2)u¯(q3)Γ
νv(q4)
−1
(k21 −M2Z′)(k22 −M2Z′′)
. (88)
The detection of these interactions is rather difficult experimentally, given the low production rates
due to the large mass of the extra Z ′, currently bound to be larger than 900 GeV.
4We have defined an =
i
2pi2
and we use the notation ε[k1, k2, µ, ν] = ε
αβµνk1,αk2,β
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Figure 2: Redefinition of the effective trilinear vertex including the Chern-Simons interactions.
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Figure 3: Decay of the Z boson into 4 fermions plus the Chern-Simons contribution.
12 The Neutralino sector
Moving to the neutralino sector, here the mass matrix is 7-dimensional because of the presence of the
axino, the singlino and the B-ino in the spectrum. In the BS 6= 0 case we obtain
Lχ˜0 = −
1
2
MwλW 3λW 3 −
1
2
MY λY λY − 1
2
MBλBλB +
iv1√
2
g2λW 3H˜
1
1 −
iv2√
2
g2λW 3H˜
2
2 −
iv1√
2
gY λY H˜
1
1
+
iv2√
2
gY λY H˜
2
2 +
iv1√
2
gBBH1λBH˜
1
1 +
iv2√
2
gBBH2λBH˜
2
2 +
ivS√
2
gBBSλBS˜ − λ vSH˜11H˜22
−λ v1S˜H˜22 − λ v2S˜H˜11 +
Mst
2
√
2
ψbλB − 1
2
Mbψbψb + h.c., (89)
whereMw,MY ,MB ,Mb are mass parameters and the term λ vS/
√
2 plays the role of the µ-term; notice
that λ is a dimensionless parameter. We have indicated with λW 3 , λY , λB the gauginos of W
3, AY , B
respectively and with ψb the SUSY particle associated to b. The fields H˜
i
1 and H˜
i
2 (i = 1, 2) denote
the supersymmetric partners of the two Higgs doublets, while S˜ is the SUSY partner of the extra
singlet S.
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In the basis (−iλW 3 ,−iλY ,−iλB , H˜11 , H˜22 , S˜,−iψb) the mass matrix takes the form
Mχ˜0 =


Mw 0 0 − v12 g2 v22 g2 0 0
0 MY 0
v1
2 gY − v22 gY 0 0
0 0 MB − v12 gBBH1 − v22 gBBH2 − vS2 gBBS −Mst√2
− v12 g2 v12 gY − v12 gBBH1 0 −λ vS√2 −λ
v2√
2
0
v2
2 g2 − v22 gY − v22 gBBH2 −λ vS√2 0 −λ
v1√
2
0
0 0 − vS2 gBBS −λ v2√2 −λ
v1√
2
0 0
0 0 −Mst√
2
0 0 0 Mb


(90)
that will be analyzed numerically in a section below.
12.1 A preliminary choice
A preliminary choice [20] which allows to simplify the structure of the 7 × 7 neutralino matrix is
made by setting Mw = MY = MB = Mb = λ = 0. In these conditions the diagonalization is rather
straightforward and we obtain three null eigenvalues. The first corresponds to a physical pure-photino
which is obtained from the rotation
λγ = sin θWλW 3 + cos θWλY ,
λZSM = cos θWλW 3 − sin θWλY , (91)
where λZSM is an intermediate unphysical state. The second state, corresponding to a null eigenvalue,
is given by a mixture of Higgsino and axino states
χ˜02 =
Mst
2gBv1BS
H˜11 +
Mst
2gBv2BS
H˜22 + ψb, (92)
while the third is a pure Higgsino state which corresponds to the SUSY partner of H04 and it is given
by the expression
χ˜03 =
vS
v1
H˜11 +
vS
v2
H˜22 + S˜. (93)
The other states corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues are complicated combinations of higgsinos,
gauginos (λZSM , λB) and the axino.
Notice that in our treatment we are considering for simplicity a real-valued neutralino matrix.
In the most general cases - for example in some CP-noninvariant theories - these matrix elements
are complex and they may contain phase factors which are physical and can not be eliminated by a
redefinition of the fields.
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Figure 4: Trilinear interactions between χ and the neutral currents
13 Supersymmetric interactions of the axion with the neutralinos
In this section we proceed with a study of the basic tree-level interaction vertices involving the phys-
ical axion (axi-Higgs). Analyzing each sector of the whole Lagrangean we have different types of
interactions involving the axi-Higgs.
First of all, from the counterterm Lagrangean we have trilinear interactions obtained by rotating
the WZ counterterms on the physical basis, which formally give terms of the type
LχZZ = R1 ǫµνρσZabelµν Zabelρσ χ+R2 ǫµνρσZ ′abelµν Z ′abelρσ χ+R3 ǫµνρσZabelµν Z ′abelρσ χ, (94)
where for simplicity we have indicated with R1, R2, R3 the coefficients which appear in front of each
vertex. These include the rotation matrices, the coupling constants of the gauge groups and the
coefficients coming from the anomaly cancellation procedure. We omit their explicit expressions since
they are not relevant for this discussion. Notice that in this case only the abelian part of field strengths
contribute to the counterterms for the neutral currents and that Zabelµν = ∂µZν−∂νZµ. The interactions
coming from these terms are shown in Fig.4.
From the axion Lagrangean Laxion we obtain quadrilinear interactions between χ, the neutrali-
nos/gluinos/charginos, the neutral/charged gauge bosons and trilinear derivative interactions, illus-
trated in Fig.5-6. In fact, by a careful inspection of Laxion we find
Lχχ˜χ˜Gaugeaxion = RZ χ ¯˜χ±γµχ˜∓ Zµ +RG χ ¯˜GγµG˜Gµ +RW χ ¯˜χ±Γµχ˜0i W∓µ + {Z → Z ′} , (95)
while the derivative trilinear interactions are given by
Lχχ˜G˜axion = Rχij χ ¯˜χ0iΓµ∂µχ˜0j +RχG˜G˜ χ ¯˜Gγµ∂µG˜+Rχ± χ ¯˜χ±Γµ∂µχ˜∓ , (96)
where Γµ indicates that we can have vector or axial-vector interactions. Trilinear interactions between
one neutral current and two axion-like particles can be obtained from Lquad and have the form
LχHZquad = RχH
0
i Z χ
↔
∂µ H0i Zµ +R
χH±W∓ χ
↔
∂µ H±W∓µ + {Z → Z ′}; (97)
to these terms correspond the interactions shown in Fig.7; Analogously, the quadrilinear interactions
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Figure 5: Quadrilinear interactions involving χ, charginos/gluinos/neutralinos and a gauge boson.
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Figure 6: Derivative trilinear interactions between χ and charginos/gluinos/neutralinos.
between two axion like particles and two neutral gauge bosons are given by (see Fig. 8)
LχχZZquad = RZZ1 χχZµZµ +RZZ2 χH04ZµZµ +RZZ
′
1 χχZµZ
′µ +RZZ
′
2 χH
0
4ZµZ
′µ + {Z → Z ′}
(98)
where, again, we have introduced the coefficients RZZi , R
ZZ
j containing the rotation matrices and the
couplings, for simplicity.
From the Lagrangean of the scalar mass terms LSMT we obtain the following trilinear interactions
involving the axi-Higgs, the Higgs bosons coming from the scalar sector (CP-even, CP-odd, charged)
and the sfermions
Lχχeven−oddSMT = Rχ
2i χ2H0i +R
χi χH04H
0
i +R
χ± χH∓H± +Rχf˜ f˜χ f˜ f˜ , (99)
where H0i with i = 1, . . . 3 indicates the physical Higgs states coming from the CP-even sector (see
Fig.9). We denote with LW the on-shell Lagrangean coming from the superpotential, once that the
F -terms have been removed, and containing all the Yukawa-type interactions
LW = LY uk + LS + LY uk−F (100)
where LY uk represents the Yukawa interactions that do not contain the extra singlet S and are linear
in ye, yu, yd, while LS indicates all the Yukawa interactions containing S. Finally, with LY uk−F we
indicate those interactions that are quadratic in ye, yu, yd and in λ. Then we have
LY uk = yeǫij [−H˜ i1LjR˜− ¯˜H1
i
L¯jR˜† −H i1LjR¯−H i†1 L¯jR− R¯H˜ i1L˜j −R ¯˜H1
i
L˜j†]
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Figure 7: Trilinear interactions between χ, an Higgs boson and an electroweak gauge boson.
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Figure 8: Quadrilinear interaction involving χ, two electroweak neutral gauge bosons and the CP-odd Higgs.
+ydǫ
ij[−H˜ i1QjD˜R − ¯˜H
i
1Q¯
jD˜†R −H i1QjD¯R −H i†1 Q¯jDR − D¯RH˜ i1Q˜j −DR ¯˜H
i
1Q˜
j†]
+yuǫ
ij [−H˜ i2QjU˜R − ¯˜H
i
2Q¯
jU˜ †R −H i2QjU¯R −H i†2 Q¯jUR − U¯RH˜ i2Q˜j − UR ¯˜H
i
2Q˜
j†], (101)
LS = −λye[S†H†2L˜R˜+ SL˜†H2R˜†]− λyd[S†H†2Q˜D˜R + SQ˜†H2D˜†R]
−λyu[S†H†1Q˜U˜R + SQ˜†H1U˜ †R] + λǫij[−SH˜ i1H˜j2 − S† ¯˜H1
i ¯˜H2
j
]
−|λS|2(H†2H2 +H†1H1) (102)
and finally
LY uk−F = −|λH1 ·H2|2 − y2e [L˜†L˜R˜†R˜+H†1H1(L˜†L˜+ R˜†R˜)
−H†1L˜(H†1L˜)†]− y2d[Q˜†Q˜D˜†RD˜R +H†1H1(Q˜†Q˜+ D˜†RD˜R)−H†1Q˜(H†1Q˜)†]
−y2u[Q˜†Q˜U˜ †RU˜R +H†2H2(Q˜†Q˜+ U˜ †RU˜R)−H†2Q˜(H†2Q˜)†] .
(103)
From the Yukawa mass terms contained in LY uk and in LS we can isolate the pseudoscalar coupling
of the axi-Higgs to the fermions and a quadrilinear scalar interaction with the sfermions
LχY uk−S = Rχf¯fY uk ψ¯fγ5ψf χ+Rχ
2f˜ f˜
S χχ f˜ f˜ +R
χH0
4
f˜ f˜
S χH
0
4 f˜ f˜ (104)
where we have indicated with ψf the generic fermion and with f˜ the generic sfermion (see Fig.10).
Quadrilinear axionic self interactions can be obtained from LS and from LY uk−F
LχH04W = Rχ
4
χ4 +Rχ
3
χ3H04 +R
χ2±χ2H±H∓ +Rχ
2
χ2(H04 )
2 +Rχχ(H04 )
3
+Rχ
2ij χ2H0iH
0
j +R
χH0
4
ij χH04H
0
iH
0
j +R
χH0
4
± χH04H
∓H± (105)
and are listed in Fig.11.
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Figure 9: Trilinear interaction involving χ and Higgs bosons/sfermions.
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Figure 10: Interactions obtained from LχY uk.
14 Numerical Analysis
In this section we present a numerical analysis of the neutralino sector. We have performed the nu-
merical diagonalization of the 7×7 neutralino matrix and we have studied the eigenvalues dependence
with respect to the free parameters of the model. Furthermore, since in this model the neutralino sec-
tor exhibits an axino component due to the presence of Stu¨ckelberg interactions, we have investigated,
in the case of the lightest neutralino state, its mixing with the other states. In Tab. 2 we have listed
all the values of the parameters that we have used in our analysis. In our analysis we have followed,
in spirit, the approach of Kalinowski and collaborators in [39]. In their paper the authors, who deal
with the USSM, present two scenarios: in the first one they assume unified values for the gaugino
mass terms and in a second scenario they consider with different values (arbitrary values). We refer
to their analysis for further justifications and motivations of this choice. We have chosen tan β ≈ 40
and we have constrained the value of v1 in order to be consistent with the value of the mass of the Z0
boson, while the value of the coupling constant gB is 0.65.
The values λ < 0.7 and vS around 1 TeV are consistent with the MSSM value of the Higgs masses.
The charges BH1 and BH2 are free parameters because we have only four equations coming from
the gauge invariance of the superpotential and eight charges to be constrained. One possible choice is
BH1 = −3/(2
√
10) and BH2 = −1/(
√
10), which is obtained from the E6SSM model [39].
In Figs.12-15, we plot on the left-hand side the numerical value of the neutralino masses obtained
from the diagonalization procedure as a function of the mass parameters Mst,MB ,Mb,MY ,Mw and
of gB and tan β. On the right-hand side we plot the squared value of each component of the lightest
neutralino state in order to establish which component is dominant, since every neutralino state
appears as a mixture of the axino, the singlino etc. We can formally decompose the generic i-th
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Figure 11: Quadrilinear interactions involving χ and CP-odd/CP-even/charged Higgs.
neutralino state (i = 1, . . . , 7) in the basis {−iλW3 ,−iλY ,−iλB , H˜11 , H˜22 , S˜,−iψb}
χ˜0i = ai1 λW3 + ai2 λY + ai3 λB + ai4 H˜
1
1 + ai5 H˜
2
2 + ai6 S˜ + ai7 ψb (106)
and in the figures we indicate the square of each component as cij = |aij |2, where the lightest state
corresponds to the i = 1 choice. From the left panel of Figs.12 and 13 we observe that the value of
the mass of the lightest neutralino state that is consistent with the current experimental bounds [35]
is obtained approximately by varying the values of Mst in the interval 1.7 ÷ 2.5 TeV, while MB and
Mb in the interval 1÷ 2 TeV. In the right panel of Figs.12 and 13 it is interesting to observe that for
these values of the soft breaking parameters we have a tiny region beyond 1 TeV in which the axino
and the B-ino components are almost coincident, the two higgsinos are dominant, while the singlino
is the most suppressed component. For values of Mst,MB ,Mb below 1 TeV and beyond 2.5 TeV, the
lightest neutralino is “mostly” singlino, while the W -ino and the Y -ino components are suppressed
and the eigenvalues appear to be non-degenerate apart from the states χ˜02 − χ˜03. From the left-hand
side of Fig. 14 it is evident that all the eigenvalues do not exhibit substantial variations with respect
to MY ,Mw and the heaviest states are non degenerate. In both cases (see Fig. 14 (b), (d)), the
singlino component is the leading one. A similar feature can be found in the USSM case [39], where
the singlino is always dominant with respect to the other components.
Finally, in Fig. 15 we have analyzed the dependence upon the coupling constant gB , tan β and vS.
In the left-hand side (a) the mass value of the lightest state starts to be greater than 50 GeV once
gB > 0.4 and it is almost degenerate with χ˜
0
2.
From the analysis of each component in the right panel (b), for gB less than 0.5 the main contribu-
tion comes from the singlino, while the axino and the B-ino are almost degenerate and subdominant
with respect to the H˜22 contribution. When gB becomes greater than 0.5 we have an inversion: the
two Higgsinos are dominant and almost equal, while the singlino is subleading and the combination
axino-B-ino is more suppressed.
As a consequence of our constraint on the vev v1, the eigenvalues dependence on tan β is weak
(see Fig. 15 (c)), while we have a strong impact of low values of tan β on the axino, B-ino and on the
singlino components. Even in this case, with the choice of the parameters that we have made in Tab.
2, we can identify a small region in which the contribution of the singlino is highly suppressed.
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In the last scenario, represented in Fig. 15 (c,d), it seems possible to have an axino dominated
lightest neutralino. This is achieved with a larger value of the effective µ- term (given by λvS) and a
slightly lower one for the axino susy breaking parameter Mb.
Given these results, one important issue that one would like to address concerns the modifications
implied by our model respect to standard scenarios of neutralino densities -for instance in the MSSM
or in the nMSSM - which require a separate investigation of the (rather large) parameter space. We
just remark that a related analysis [40], based on an anomalous version of the MSSM which shares
various similarities with our model, shows that for an axino-dominated LSP (light supersimmetric
particle) - in the range between 50 GeV - 2 TeV- with a mass gap around 1-5 % between the LSP and
the NLSP (next to lightest supersymmetric particle), the constraints from WMAP can be satisfied.
The NLSP, in that model, has components which are typical of the (non anomalous) MSSM, with a
dominant gaugino and/or a gaugino-higgsino projection. In the presence of extra singlets and with a
physical axion, which is our case, this scenario should be modified even further, but we expect some
similarities with these previous studies, especially in the neutralino sector, to hold. In a recent study
of the axion in the MLSOM, for instance, the possibility of having the axion as a long lived particle
require a very small mass for this particle (∼ 10−4 eV) [41]. In the USSM-A the presence of an axion
in the bosonic sector and of a neutralino in the fermionic sector as possible dark matter components
raises the issue of the interplay between the two sectors. At the same time, in the fermionic neutral
sector, the role of the co-annihilation becomes crucial, especially in the presence of mass degeneracy,
which modifies substantially the neutralino relic densities already in this sector. We hope to return
with a complete analysis of these points in the near future [27]
MY [TeV] Mw [TeV] MB [TeV] Mst [TeV] Mb [TeV] λ vS [TeV] tanβ gB
Fig. (12) (a,b) 1.5 2.5 1.6 0÷ 5 1.5 0.1 0.9 40 0.65
Fig. (13) (a,b) 1.5 2.5 0÷ 5 2 1.5 0.1 0.9 40 0.65
Fig. (13) (c,d) 1.5 2.5 1.6 2 0÷ 5 0.1 0.9 40 0.65
Fig. (14) (a,b) 0÷ 5 2.5 2.1 2 1.5 0.1 0.9 40 0.65
Fig. (14) (c,d) 1.5 5÷ 9 2.1 2 1.5 0.1 0.9 40 0.65
Fig. (15) (a,b) 1.5 2.5 1.6 2 1.5 0.1 0.9 40 0.1 ÷ 1
Fig. (15) (c,d) 1.5 2.5 1.6 2 1.5 0.1 0.9 1 ÷ 40 0.65
Fig. (15) (e,f) 1.5 2.5 1.6 2.1 1 0.7 0.1÷3 40 0.65
Table 2: Parameters for the neutralino eigenvalues analysis for the charge assignment BH1 = −3/(2
√
10) and
BH2 = −1/(
√
10).
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Figure 12: Study of the neutralino eigenvalues as a function of Stu¨ckelberg mass Mst.
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Figure 13: The same as Fig.(12) but as a function of MB and Mb.
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Figure 14: The same as Fig.(12) but as a function of MY and Mw.
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Figure 15: The same as Fig.(12) but as a function of gB, tanβ and vS .
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15 Unitarity bound of the model
Being the theory an effective description of an anomalous Lagrangean in which the presence of the axion
is the low energy signature of a more complicated mechanism of cancellation which would eventually
induce higher derivative terms in the effective action, it is necessary at this stage to comment about
the unitarity of this class of models. This point has been raised in [37] and further developed in [38].
One of the most natural contexts for discussing unitarity is related to 2 → 2 processes mediated by
BIM (Bouchiat - Iliopoulos - Meyer) amplitudes, in particular those involving gluons and photons.
These processes exhibit an anomalous behavior when the gg → γγ amplitude is mediated by the
exchange in the s-channel of neutral gauge bosons that couple to the fermion loops via axial-vector
interactions. As shown in these previous analysis, this class of amplitudes, at partonic level, violate the
g
g
γ
γ
Z,Z ′
g
g
γ
γ
χ
(a) (b)
Figure 16: BIM amplitude for gg → γγ plus the amplitude obtained by the exchange of χ.
Froissart bound in the ultraviolet limit. As a matter of fact, although the Wess-Zumino counterterms
are introduced in the Lagrangean as dimension-5 local operators to ensure the BRST invariance of the
effective action, their contributions to the amplitudes are not sufficient to cancel the divergent behavior
of the anomalous poles which affect the BIM amplitude shown in Fig. 16 (a). In the supersymmetric
generalization of the model that we have presented, this issue of unitarity remains basically the same
as for the non-supersymmetric case.
As we have discussed above, in the latter case the physical axion appears as a massive degree
of freedom in the CP-odd sector, due to the presence of a Peccei-Quinn breaking term in the scalar
potential. After EWSB the Stu¨ckelberg axion b is rotated directly on the physical axion χ and on the
two goldstones GZ , GZ′ . Therefore, if we choose the unitary gauge, the only diagram that we can draw
in order to erase the bad high energy behaviour of Fig. 16 (a) is the second graph (b), where the same
amplitude of (a) is mediated by the exchange of the massive axi-Higgs, χ. One can show by a direct
study of these two graphs that there is no cancellation of these two contributions at high energy [37].
The problem remains also in the case of the USSM-A model discussed here. We have again a unitarity
bound in the supersymmetric case since the only difference with respect to the non-supersymmetric
case is the contribution of extra fermions circulating in the loops of the BIM amplitude, in particular
the charginos.
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16 Conclusions and Perspectives
We have presented a generalization of the USSM in the presence of an anomalous U(1) and of a
physical axion in the CP-odd scalar sector of the theory, model that we call the USSM-A. This model,
which is a direct generalization of a similar construction based on the potential of the MSSM [10],
allows higgs-axion mixing. Both constructions are extensions of a non-supersymmetric formulation,
studied previously [8] (the MLSOM) developed in the context of orientifold vacua of string theory.
In the case of the MLSOM, Higgs-axion mixing has been obtained by requiring that the anomalous
gauge boson becomes massive by a combination of the Higgs and of the Stu¨ckelberg mechanisms, with
an axion that is part of the scalar potential. Moving to the supersymmetric case, the generalization
of this construction - obtained by using the MSSM superpotential with an extra anomalous U(1) - is
found to be characterized by an axino in the spectrum, which appears as a component of the neutralino
sector, but not by an axion, since the Stu¨ckelberg field does not acquire an axion-like coupling and
remains a goldstone mode. The failure of the MSSM superpotential to provide such a mixing has to
be attributed to the structure of the scalar potential of the model. Supersymmetry prohibits a term
with a direct presence of the axion in the scalar potential, which otherwise would allow such a mixing.
In our model the mixing occurs indirectly, but the CP-odd sector has to be non-minimal, with
an extra singlet which is charged under the anomalous U(1). This approach, as we have emphasized,
is quite generic, since its essential working requirement, respect to the MSSM, is the enlargement
of the CP-odd sector with one extra SM singlet. Given these minimal requirements, which can
be easily satisfied in rather different string vacua, these low energy effective theories capture the
essential physical implications of several high energy scenarios, either with a low scale string scale or
a much higher scale, as in the heterotic case. Explicit formulations of superpotentials, such as those,
for instance, derived from free fermionic models [43], offer the natural ground where to apply the
methodology discussed in this work.
Anomalous U(1)’s are quite common in string theory but can also be generated, in the correspond-
ing effective lagrangean, by the decoupling of heavy fermions (and gauge bosons) in grand unified sce-
narios [41]. It is then natural to ask what is left at low energy if such decoupling has indeed occurred
at some higher scale and it reasonable to foresee that the axion is likely to play a fundamental role
[41] in formulating the answer to this question. Clearly, there are corrections to the action discussed
in this work, which should be characterized by higher derivative contributions (of dimension larger
than 5), i.e. beyond the typical Wess-Zumino terms. Arguments in favor of a possible generalization
in this direction of the construction presented in this work have been discussed in previous works [42]
and especially in [41]; they are motivated by the fact that anomalies cannot be canceled with local
counterterms.
A related issue concerns the size of the mass of the extra Z ′ in the various models. It is clear
that if its decoupling occurs at the Planck scale, then the Stu¨ckelberg mass term takes approximately
the value of that decoupling scale. This implies that the axion-like couplings induced at low energy
42
are also heavily suppressed. Other interactions, however, in the non-supersymmetric case, have been
found to remain sizeable [41].
A final comment concerns supersymmetry breaking, which may induce phase-dependent terms in
the potential. As discussed in [8] for the MLSOM, the axion, in that specific case, gets a sizeable
mass which can be as large as the electroweak scale. Similar considerations could remain true in
the supersymmetric model that we have presented, although here we have analyzed - by a deliberate
choice - the case of a light axion, since we consider this scenario more interesting phenomenologically.
In the presence of these phases the pseudoscalar, however, becomes massive. For instance, a mass
region of few GeV’s is certainly not excluded, as well as a scenario characterized by a very light axion
(∼ 10−4 eV), and both can be easily included within our analysis. In particular, for an axion in the
GeV mass range, for instance, the interactions of this particle are rather similar to those of a light
CP-odd Higgs boson, but now with extra interaction with the gauge fields, due to the anomaly, which
are not allowed for the rest of the CP-odd sector.
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17 Appendix A: Notations
In this appendix we specify our notations.
The covariant derivatives are given by
D¯A˙ = −∂¯A˙ − iθBσµBA˙∂µ DA = ∂A + iσ
µ
AB˙
θ¯B˙∂µ. (107)
The left/right chiral superfields in terms of field components are given in a generic form as follows
ΦˆL(x, θ, θ¯) = A(x) + iθσ
µθ¯∂µA(x)− 1
4
θθθ¯θ¯A(x) +
√
2θψ(x)
+
i√
2
θθσµθ¯∂µψ(x) + θθF (x), (108)
Φˆ†R(x, θ, θ¯) = A
∗(x)− iθσµθ¯∂µA∗(x)− 1
4
θθθ¯θ¯A∗(x) +
√
2θ¯ψ¯(x)
− i√
2
θ¯θ¯θσµ∂µψ¯(x) + θ¯θ¯F
∗(x). (109)
A generic scalar superfield Vˆ in the Wess-Zumino gauge is given by
Vˆ (x, θ, θ¯) = θσµθ¯[Vµ(x)− ∂µB(x)] + θθθ¯λ¯(x) + θ¯θ¯θλ(x) + θθθ¯θ¯d(x) (110)
where B(x) is a generic real valued scalar field. The generic expressions for the field-strengths are
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Superfield Bosonic Fermionic Auxiliary
bˆ(x, θ, θ¯) b(x) ψb(x) Fb(x)
Sˆ(x, θ, θ¯) S(x) S˜(x) FS(x)
Lˆ(x, θ, θ¯) L˜(x) L(x) FL(x)
Rˆ(x, θ, θ¯) R˜(x) R¯(x) FR(x)
Qˆ(x, θ, θ¯) Q˜(x) Q(x) FQ(x)
UˆR(x, θ, θ¯) U˜R(x) U¯R(x) FUR(x)
DˆR(x, θ, θ¯) D˜R(x) D¯R(x) FDR(x)
Hˆ1(x, θ, θ¯) H1(x) H˜1(x) FH1(x)
Hˆ2(x, θ, θ¯) H2(x) H˜2(x) FH2(x)
Bˆ(x, θ, θ¯) Bµ(x) λB(x), λ¯B(x) DB(x)
Yˆ (x, θ, θ¯) AYµ (x) λY (x), λ¯Y (x) DY (x)
Wˆ i(x, θ, θ¯) W iµ(x) λW i(x), λ¯W i(x) DW i(x)
Gˆa(x, θ, θ¯) Gaµ(x) λga(x), λ¯ga(x) DGa(x)
Table 3: Superfields and their components.
W Yα = −
1
4
D¯D¯DαYˆ ,
WBα = −
1
4
D¯D¯DαBˆ,
Wα = − 1
8g2
D¯D¯e−2g2WˆDαe2g2Wˆ ,
Gα = − 1
8gs
D¯D¯e−2gsGˆDαe2gsGˆ (111)
where we have used Wˆ = τ iWˆ i with τ i being the SU(2) generators, while Gˆ = T aGˆa with T a being
the SU(3) generators. The non supersymmetric field-strength are defined as
F Yµν = ∂µA
Y
ν − ∂νAYµ ,
FBµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,
W iµν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW iµ − g2εijkW jµW kν
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ − gsfabcGbµGcν (112)
Appendix B: The USSM Lagrangean
For completeness we introduce in what follows the USSM Lagrangean that is a part of the total
Lagrangean given by LTot = LUSSM + Laxion + LCS .
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LUSSM = Llep + Lquark + LHiggs + Lgauge + LSMT + LGMT (113)
Llep =
∫
d4θ
[
Lˆ†e2g2Wˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆLˆ+ Rˆ†e2g2Wˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆRˆ
]
(114)
Lquark =
∫
d4θ
[
Qˆ†e2gsGˆ+2g2Wˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆQˆ+ Uˆ †Re
2gsGˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆUˆR + Dˆ
†
Re
2gsGˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆDˆR
]
(115)
LHiggs =
∫
d4θ
[
Hˆ†1e
2g2Wˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆHˆ1 + Hˆ
†
2e
2g2Wˆ+gY Yˆ+gBBˆHˆ2 + Sˆ
†egBBˆSˆ +Wδ2(θ¯) + W¯δ2(θ)
]
(116)
Lgauge = 1
4
∫
d4θ
[GαGα +WαWα +W Y αW Yα +WBαWBα ] δ2(θ¯) + h.c. (117)
LSMT = −
∫
d4θ δ4(θ, θ¯) [M2LLˆ
†Lˆ+m2RRˆ
†Rˆ+M2QQˆ
†Qˆ+m2U Uˆ
†
RUˆR +m
2
DDˆ
†
RDˆR
+m21Hˆ
†
1Hˆ1 +m
2
2Hˆ
†
2Hˆ2 +m
2
SSˆ
†Sˆ + (aλSˆHˆ1 · Hˆ2 + h.c.) + (aeHˆ1 · LˆRˆ+ h.c.)
+(adHˆ1 · QˆDˆR + h.c.) + (auHˆ2 · QˆUˆR + h.c.)] (118)
LGMT =
∫
d4θ
[
1
2
(
MGGαGα +MwWαWα +MYW Y αW Yα +MBWBαWBα
)
+ h.c.
]
δ4(θ, θ¯)
(119)
Appendix C: The Oχ matrix
Oχ11 =
v2vS√
v21v
2
2 + v
2
Sv
2
,
Oχ12 =
v1vS√
v21v
2
2 + v
2
Sv
2
,
Oχ13 =
v1v2√
v21v
2
2 + v
2
sv
2
,
Oχ14 = 0,
Oχ21 = −
v1(f1 − 2BH1gBxB +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B)
2xB
√√√√1
8
− f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ22 =
v2(f1 + 2BH2gBxB +
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B)
2xB
√√√√1
8
− f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
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Oχ23 = BSgBvS
√√√√1
8
− f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ24 = 2Mst
√√√√1
8
− f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ31 = −
v1(f1 − 2BH1gBxB −
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B)
2xB
√√√√1
8
+
f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ32 =
v2(f1 + 2BH2gBxB −
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B)
2xB
√√√√1
8
+
f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ33 = BSgBvS
√√√√1
8
+
f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ34 = 2Mst
√√√√1
8
+
f1
8
√
f21 + 4g
2x2B
,
Oχ41 =
2Mstv1v
2
2√
(v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S)[B
2
Sg
2
B(v
2
1v
2
2 + v
2v2S) + 4M
2
stv
2]
,
Oχ42 =
2Mstv2v
2
1√
(v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S)[B
2
Sg
2
B(v
2
1v
2
2 + v
2v2S) + 4M
2
stv
2]
,
Oχ43 = −
2MstvSv
2√
(v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S)[B
2
Sg
2
B(v
2
1v
2
2 + v
2v2S) + 4M
2
stv
2]
,
Oχ44 =
BSgB
√
v21v
2
2 + v
2v2S√
B2Sg
2
B(v
2
1v
2
2 + v
2v2S) + 4M
2
stv
2
. (120)
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